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SLO voters nominate Huffington, Ochoa
More Cal Poly, Cuesta students 
participate than in past elections
Ry Christy Ilalderman 
Staff Writer____________
The unofficial San Luis 
Obispo County primary election 
results are in.
Elections Clerk Pam Weaver 
said that voter turnout for the 
election was greater than ex­
pected.
“We were crazy here (in the 
elections office),” Weaver said. 
“We have nine or 10 phones and 
they were ringing all day,” she
COUNTY
SUPERVISOR'S
RACE
District 1
Horry L  Ovitt 56%
.•.SV.S’.V.SV.SSV.'.V.V
District 3
‘ . .S V.*V.V.*.VSSSNSV.SS».V.*.V.V.*.S*.»,%SSS*.S*.V
Evelyn Delany* 43% 
Roger Freberg* 26%
District 5
David Blakely* 39% 
Wendy Nogle* 26%
‘ Candidates will compete In November runoff
said.
Weaver said more Cal Poly 
and Cuesta students voted in 
this election than in past elec­
tions.
“More students turned out to 
vote,” she said.
Weaver said the elections 
went very smcx)thly, and most 
people went to the correct polling 
places.
“That’s really good consider­
ing many were changed (from 
previous voting places,)” she 
said.
Although absentee ballots still 
need to be counted, the unofficial 
results for San Luis Obispo 
County are:
In the primary race for U.S. 
Representative for the 22nd Dis­
trict, Michael Huffington claimed 
the Republican nomination with 
56 percent of the Republican 
vote, beating Robert Lagomar- 
sino by 30 percent. Gloria Ochoa 
took the Democratic nomination 
w ith  61 percen t o f the 
Democratic vote. Huffington, 
Ochoa, Libertarian W. Howard 
Dilbeck and Green Party mem­
ber Mindy Lorenz will run 
against each other in the Novem­
ber election.
Election results will be final 
in two to three weeks, according 
to the County Clerk’s office.
In the county supervisor race, 
the candidate with more than 50 
percent of the vote is elected, 
said County Clerk Mitch Cooney.
HANS HESS/Mustang Daily
Three Cal Poly students cast their votes at the Cal Poly precinct Tliesday. Elections Clerk Pam 
Weaver said turnout was higher than expected.
Harry L. Ovitt was elected as 
San Luis Obispo’s 1st District su­
pervisor with 59 percent o f the 
votes.
Neither candidate for the 3rd 
and 5th District received 50 per­
cent of the vote and the top two 
vote-getters will be on the 
November ballot for a runoff 
election, Cooney said.
Evelyn Delany and Roger 
Freberg will run against each 
other in the November election
for 3rd District position. David 
Blakely and Wendy Nogle will 
run against each other for the 
Fifth District position.
S ta te  v o te rs  ap p roved  
Measure 153, a Higher Educa­
tion Fac ilit ies  Bond. The 
measure authorized a bond issue 
of $900 million dollars to fund 
the construction and improve­
ment of California’s public col­
leges and universities.
State voters also approved
Measure 152, a School Facilities 
Bond act, was also approved. 
This act provided for a bond 
issue of $1.9 billion dollars to 
provide for construction or im­
provement of public schools.
Marty Kudlac, Dave Brewley 
and George Luna have been 
elected to the Atascadero City 
Council.
Steven W. Martin and Walter 
Sec ELECTIONS, page 16
M aking life eas ier fo r s tudents
Senior improves Poly Scheduler software program
Ry Minka Parsons
Staff Writer
He built his first computer 
when he was in the eighth 
grade. Now Cal Poly Computer 
Engineering Senior Bruce 
Hodge has got a job with Apple 
and is going to design its next 
computer.
Hodge, 35, is also the owner 
of his own software business, 
Hodge Podge Software, which 
he began in 1987. “I write my 
own software,” Hodge said. *1 
have multiple programs.
Hodge is currently working 
to add features to a program 
called the Poly Scheduler. 
“Everyone that has the 
program loves it,” Hodge said, 
“But the problem is nobody 
knows about it.”
The Poly Scheduler is a 
software program for Cal Poly 
students which schedules clas­
ses in a matter of minutes. “It
will do all the stuff you have to 
do manually in seconds,” Hodge 
said. “It saves time.”
“The program works by first 
going in and telline it (the com­
puter) when you’re willing to go 
to school. Then you go into the 
Class Selection and select the 
classes you want,” Hodge said. 
“After you tell it all the classes 
you want to take, you go into 
Generate Schedules. Once you 
go into (]lenerate Schedules it 
shows you all the classes avail­
able that you’ve chosen. Then 
you can go and get picky.”
Hodge said all the classes 
that the user chooses will be 
shown on the screen, along 
with all the classes chosen that 
were voided because of time 
restraints. “Those voided clas­
ses will have the letter “T” next 
to them,“ Hodge said.
“Everyone that has 
the program loves it. 
But the problem is 
nobody knows 
about it.”
Bruce Hocjge, 
computer 
engineering senior
The next step is to go
through and find the teachers 
that you don’t want and void 
them out along with other clas­
ses the user doesn’t want for 
“whatever reason,” Hodge said. 
“Then you go into the schedule 
filter and tell it T absolutely 
have to have these classes’, and 
what comes out is an absolute­
ly perfect schedule containing 
See HODGE, page 14
D orm  m ay  c lo se  d u e  
to  lo w er e n ro llm e n t
Mary Kay Duffy 
Staff Writer
Students are moving out and 
Conferences Services may be 
moving in to Sequoia Residence 
Hall next year.
Due to declining enrollment. 
Sequoia is marked to be a vacant 
hall, said Robert Bostrom, direc­
tor of housing.
Conference Services Coor­
dinator Dee Nielsen hopes that 
this vacancy will be filled by her 
office, which is currently over­
crowded. Dorm rooms could be 
converted into offices, and the 
lobby could be used as a con­
ference room, she said.
“Expanding the office under 
one roof would make us more ef­
ficient,” Nielsen said.
Not only may Conference Ser­
vices move its offices, it may be 
reorganized under the Founda­
tion office, said Catering and 
Conference Manager Debra
Nolte.
While no decisions have been 
made, Nolte said that a merger 
could “lend a great deal of sup­
port to conferences' for further 
growth.”
Nolte said that the university 
hopes to expand its conferences.
It would not be the first time 
that a residence hall has been 
used for office space.
F r e m o n t  and  T e n a y a  
Residence Halls housed the 
philosophy and psychology 
departments and the Housing 
Department in 1972 and 1973, 
Bostrom said. Fewer students 
chose to live on campus during 
those years, he said.
The housing department 
marked Sequoia because the 
fewest numl^r of residents re­
quested to live in it again, 
Bostrom said.
Also, since Sequoia is one of 
the closest halls to the campus 
See SEQUOIA, page 14
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Nissan Motor makes 
cars with fewer parts
TOKYO (AP) — Nissan Motor Co., 
Japan’s second largest automaker, said Tues­
day it would save on labor costs by reducing 
the amount of parts needed in its cars by 30 
percent over the next three to five years.
Nissan decided on the streamlining in 
hopes of improving its profitability, said 
Masamichi Mogi of Nissan.
He declined to say, however, how much 
the plan was expected to save the 
automaker.
Mogi said about 60,000 parts, including 
nuts and bolts, are now needed to build a 
vehicle. He said the company will design a 
new model that can be produced easily with 
fewer parts.
Nissan now produces 48 models of 
vehicles, including 24 models of passenger 
cars. The company will try to use the same 
parts as much as possible in the different 
models, Mogi said.
He said the streamlining would not aftect 
the company’s plans to buy U.S.-made auto 
parts worth $3.7 billion in fiscal 1994.
Nissan reported last week its net profit in 
the fiscal year ended March 31 fell 31 per­
cent to $423.36 million on sales of $33.37 bil­
lion.
Study: Infant death rate Air board approves 
twice as high for blacks Chevron fuel recipe
BOSTON (AP) —  Black babies are almost 
twice as likely as whites to die in their first 
year of life, even among college-educated 
parents, according to a study.
Experts are at a loss to fully explain the 
difference.
Despite the difference between blacks and 
whites, infant mortality rates have fallen 
steadily for all races.
The greater prevalence of poverty and 
poor education among blacks has long been 
considered important in explaining the dif­
ference in infant mortality rates.
However, the new study suggests the 
reasons are much more complicated than 
simply being poor or getting inadequate 
prenatal care.
Dr. Kenneth C. Schoendorf said most 
people would expect that racial differences in 
infant mortality would be much smaller 
among well-educated parents.
“We found that black infants in this select 
population were still just about twice as like­
ly to die as were white infants in this group,” 
he said.
Black babies died more often because they 
were more likely to be smaller at birth, 
whether premature or full term, the resear­
chers said.
Croats pick up pieces Study predicts global 
as occupiers depart AIDS spread by 2000
MA-JKOVI, Croatia (AP) — After eight 
months away from home, Croatian fighter 
Vlaho Jemin knew that his return would 
startle his parents, so he discreetly left his 
automatic rifle with a comrade before he 
walked in the doi>r.
“Oh my son, sun of my life. I thought I’d 
never see you again,” cried Marija Jemin as 
she saw her only son, smiling and healthy, 
standing before her.
Tbn days after Serb-led forces began 
abandoning towns and villages they had oc­
cupied along Croatia’s southern Adriatic
.See WORLD, page 6
BOSTON (AP) — A  grim new vision of the 
world AIDS epidemic predicts that more 
than 25 million people will have the disease 
by the end of the decade, and up to 120 mil­
lion will be infected.
The study, released Wednesday by Har­
vard University researchers, goes far beyond 
recent projections from the World Health Or­
ganization. It envisions an explosive, dis­
astrous spread of the disease, particularly in 
Asia.
“This is a global epidemic that is heading 
out of control,” said Dr. Jonathan Mann.
See NATION, page 12
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Chevron USA 
has created the first clean diesel fuel that 
meets California’s 1993 anti-smog standards, 
the state Air Resources Board said Tuesday.
The 1993 standards are expected to cut 
soot-like emissions from trucks and buses by 
about 17 percent, the ARB said.
The board in November 1988 required 
refiners by 1993 to cut sulfur by 80 percent 
and aromatic hydrocarbons by 66 percent. 
The hydrocarbons form the soot-like par­
ticles typical of diesel vehicles and contribute 
to nitrogen oxide emissions, which form acid 
rain and urban smog.
Chevron did not use the specific formula 
approved by the ARB, but developed an al­
ternative that produced the same reductions, 
the board said. ARB regulations allow such 
alternatives, as long as refiners submit test 
data that shows the new formula produces 
the same pollution cuts.
“We wanted clean air, but we wanted to 
be flexible, too,” said ARB Chairwoman 
Jananne Sharpless. “We gave the oil in­
dustry the opportunity to find an alternative 
way to produce the same results and Chev­
ron has taken advantage of our rules to do 
just that.”
Bomb squad detonates 
device on interchange
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Discovery of a 
pipe bomb closed down part of the Santa 
Monica Freeway for 31/2 hours Wednesday, 
snarling traffic at the busy East Los Angeles 
interchange during the morning commuter 
rush.
The homemade bomb was blown up about 
9:15 a.m. by a bomb squad.
“ It caused some real havoc,” said Officer 
Glenn Dominguez of the California Highway 
Patrol. “The East Los Angeles interchange is 
a major artery that affects every major 
freeway downtown.”
See STATE, page 16
CLUB
news
Scuba club dives 
to new depths 
of high adventure
By Christy Halderman
Staff VVriter_____
As the summer months 
draw near, thoughts turn to 
the beach, sun and ocean 
sports.
One Cal Poly 
the ocean on a 
basis, traveling 
coastline and experiencing a 
whole other world along the 
Central Coast.
The Cal Poly Scuba Club 
dives in the waters off the 
coast of San Luis Obispx) 
County, as well as other, 
tropical places, exploring the 
underwater world.
“We try to dive the Califor­
nia coast along with pxissible 
trips to Caribbean waters or 
other ocean habitats,” said 
Scuba Club Fundraising 
Chairman Doug Dahme.
Members o f the club 
traveled to La Paz, Mexico for 
last year’s spring break, and 
have plans to go to Cozumel 
next year, Dahme said.
The club is not limited to 
scuba divers only, and anyone 
interested in the club is en­
couraged to join, he said.
“It’s for anybody —  diver 
or non-diver,” Dahme said.
In addition to scuba diving, 
the club participates in other 
Sec CLUB, page 12
club enjoys 
year-round 
along the
IT DOESN’T TAKE A DOWN PAYMENT 
TO GET YOUR HANDS ON THIS.
JUST A RECENT COLLEGE DEGREE.
^  ^  ♦  It vou ¡US! received your college degree, d could be the key to a new
^  n « Mitsubisni Take your pick A sporty Eclipse a rugged Moniero, a roomy 
Galant, an atfordab e M'iage,or even a tougn M I T S U B I S H I  A  
Mighty Max pickup Just see your Mitsubishi Motors Dealer today for details n„ . . ..... m
KIM BALL M ITSUBISH I 
1144 M O N T E R E Y  
S L O  
543-7772
1262 Marray Avenue 
S.L.O.
541-3856
Offering the Best in 
Off-Campus Housing
Compater/stttdy room 
Water & trash paid 
Reserved parking 
Swimming pool
Clean & professionally maintained 
Double-studded walls for a quiet atmosphere 
3 easy payment plans to choose from 
Newly furnished
Before renting from 
anyone else, Come see 
why our 1 & 2 
Bedroom Apartments 
are the
BEST IN TOWN!
LOCATED ONLY MINUTES FROM C A L  POLY
MUSTANG D a il y T h u r s d a y , J u n e  4 , 1 9 9 2
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Construction on the new Business Building is right on schedule. The new facility will be complete the first week in August
$14 m illion  bus iness  bu ild ing  opens in fall
By Christy Ilalderman
Staff Writer
The new School of Business
______building will be available for
classroom and office use begin- 
A new building on campus ning fall quarter, said Mary Beth 
will be open for business next fall Armstrong, the associate dean 
as scheduled. for the School of Business.
“The building appears to be August, she said, 
right on schedule,” Armstrong TTie new building, which ap- 
said. The building has been pears as Building 3 in the Fall 
under constru ction  since Quarter CAPTURE Schedule, 
January 1990 and will be will house the entire School of
finished by the first week in See BUSINESS, page 16
Rec Center 
is right on 
schedule
By Christy Ilalderman
Staff Writer
Cal Poly’s Recreation Center 
is right on schedule and is an­
ticipated to open January 1993.
“According to contractors, the 
building will be finished accord­
ing to schedule,” said Bill Ashby, 
assistant director for Rec Sports 
Intramurals.
“Other than normal change 
orders that are part of construc­
tion, there have been no high­
lighted problems (with the build­
ing),” ASI Project Coordinator 
Mike De Neve said. “The build­
ing is ahead o f contract 
schedule.”
There are two schedules the 
new Rec Center must meet, said 
Doak Stitt, project manager for 
SAE Construction.
“There is the contract 
schedule and the construction 
schedule,” he said.
Stitt said the $14 million 
building is ahead of the contract 
schedule, but has fallen behind 
the construction schedule. He 
said the company in charge of 
the building, SAE Construction, 
had hoped to finish the building 
by November 1992.
“We had intended to build (it) 
faster,” Stitt said.
Stitt said the building has 
been under construction since 
July 1991.
The new Rec Center is a joint 
ASIAJniversity project funded 
through a student referendum 
and university funds, according 
See REC CENTER, page 13
AUDI BMW CITROEN MERCEDES BENZ PEUGEOT PORSCHE VOLKSWAGEN
SUMMER HUMMING TIME!
Call European Auto Service today to schedule your tuneup and oil change service. Your summer 
drives should be safe and fun, so we’ll share our expertise and affordable car care in timely fashion 
Talk to us, and then say “ Mustang Daily” after seeing our estimate, and we'll take an extra 10% off!
READ  t h e  f i n e  PRINT O FF E R  VALID TH RO UGH  JUNE 10 199?
E U R O P E A N
A U T O  S E R V I O E
2899 McMillan Rd. 544-9340 San Luis Obispo, CA
KEVIN BROOKS
You're old, single,and live in California . .. 
At least you're graduating.
Congradulations!
Raoul Duke/ Brennan/ TDH
On the lawn near Engr. West 
June 8-12, 8:30 am - 3:30 pm
f y r
At two locations during finals
/ I s
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C O M M E N TA R Y
A strong belief in Jesus Christ is a logical faith to have
By Mark G. Higgins
BelievTng in Jesus Christ is 
logical. It is for me.
Faith is an essential part of 
my life, but my total understand­
ing of who our God is consists of 
both faith and logic together. I 
have carefully and critically con­
sidered the evidence of who 
Jesus is, what he did, what he 
said and why he was here.
It is important to know that 
Jesus of Nazareth was indeed 
here. It is a historical fact, and to 
refute it is to oppose massive 
evidence found in Italian and 
Greek libraries and museums. 
Some sources that certify Jesus’ 
existence include first- and 
second-century contemporary 
non-Christian historians such as 
Cornelius Tacitus, F lavius 
Josephus, Sueton ius and 
Phlegon, all mentioning Jesus of 
Nazareth as an established and 
influential person of his time.
Of Christian literature, there 
are 25,000 written manuscripts 
of the New Testament. Preserved 
in museums and archives are 
literally thousands of full copies 
or portions of the four Gospels 
which date to 125 A.D. These far 
outnum ber the a va ila b le  
manuscripts of great thinkers 
such as Aristotle and Plato, even 
by a factor of 100. Therefore, I 
must grant Jesus as much credit 
for having existed in this world* 
as Plato and Aristotle. It is a his­
torical fact that Jesus o f 
Nazareth was here at that time.
It is an important side note to 
mention that the Bible is ac­
cepted in a court of law as a his­
torical document. Also, the 
reliability of the Bible and its 
transcrilx*rs throughout the cen­
turies was proven in 1947 with 
the discovery of the Dead Sea
Scrolls. These ancient scrolls- 
were found in jars in a cave near 
the Dead Sea, and are dated to 
before Jesus’ time.
Upon comparison with the 
current source documents (900 
A.D.), a complete copy of Isaiah 
found in a cave was accurate to 
within letters! Most variations 
were due to spelling changes 
during the 100-year span. The 
transmission of scripture over 
time has been meticulous and 
reliable.
So if Jesus did come here, who 
is he? A fair and logical question!
I believe he is the son of God. He 
came here in a man’s body to be 
a blood sacrifice for ALL who 
should call on his name for salva­
tion in the form of eternal life.
I base this on the reliability 
and consistency of what he said, 
how he lived his short life, and 
the wisdom and compassion he 
has given us all in his teachings 
and parables.
I base my faith on this: Jesus 
predicted he would be raised up 
on the third day. It is common 
knowledge that the tomb was 
open that Sunday morning, and 
that the body turned up missing. 
But the tomb was guarded for 
safe keeping. In fact, when the 
authorities found out that Jesus 
was gone, they bribed the guards 
to hush up about it. Who stole 
the body right out from under 
their noses? Was it the people 
who later died fot their belief in 
Jesus’ resurrection?
That’s silly to me.
It is also common knowledge 
that many Christians died for 
their faith at the hands of the 
Romans. Nero slaughtered 
literally thousands of Christians 
in 64 A.D. Many of them had ac-
r 0 if i-' i i i ’h
tually walked and talked with 
Jesus years before Galilee. The 
about Jesus? Are they going to 
hell? Another great and logical 
question. Consider this. I f  there 
is a God who created us, and if 
he did give his only begotten son 
Apostles themselves were brutal­
ly killed. We’re talking about 
being crucified, burned and 
having their heads cut off. Why 
would they let this happen?
I am convinced that as 
firsthand witnesses of the love, 
power, compassion, and death 
and resurrection of Jesus, the 
Savior of the world, they knew 
what they were getting themsel-
' 3 i a L € .
ves into.
What about the tribes on 
deserted islands who never hear 
Jesus to be spit on, mocked, 
cursed, whipped and to die, even 
for the very people who were 
doing it, I must believe that God 
is fair. I believe all will have the 
opportunity to accept Jesus, now 
or later. In this part of the world, 
the opportunity is now. Are we 
responsible for the decision we 
make? I know I am.
When I recognized this three 
years ago, I knew it made sense 
and I trusted Jesus as my savior. 
I made a logical decision to put 
faith in Jesus. I am not a good
L E T T E R S  TO  T H E  E D ITO R
Farmer’s Market: 
a putrid column
You’re making this jerk 
editor-in-chief?!!!
Before you do, would you 
remind him that Farmer’s 
Market is for the enjoyment 
and financial benefit of all San 
Luis Obispo and not necessari­
ly his royal highness peter 
hartlaub or the 19 to 25 age 
group?
If he doesn’t like Downtown 
Brown (“Mangy’s” real name) 
might it not be possible that 
someone (perhaps many 
people) do like the mascot? 
And if peter “I’m God, screw 
you” hartlaub doesn’t eat red 
meat and thus abhors SLO 
Famous B-B-Q tri-tip and ribs, 
then might he just not eat 
them and leave alone the 
thousands of people who enjoy 
them each week? Further:
-  The puppet show is for 5- 
to 7-year-olds, not college stu­
dents (I should hope that he 
didn’t find it really enteitain- 
ing).
-  Other people find the
M(X)n shine doggers fun to 
watch and the dancers enjoy 
doing it. Might the almighty 
peter allow them their enter­
tainment? And, peter, don’t say 
“No” just because you find it of­
fensive because you yourself 
said that you’d sooner choke 
than go to Farmer’s Market.
-  And damn it, frozen 
yogurt should come in fewer 
sizes! Who cares what market 
research has shown the 
proprietors of yogurt shops!! 
However, I’m not going to 
Thrifty’s with peter, because 
he’d s<x)ner die than actually 
eat something indigenous to 
SLO and I prefer rich SLO 
Maid ice cream to that 
prefabricated crap Thrifty can 
barely give away.
-  Last and least, carica­
tures, by definition, exploit a 
person’s shortcomings so that 
the individual can come to 
grips with it and not dwell on it 
daily. And they’re not only 
found at Farmer’s Market.
Farmer’s Market is an op­
portunity for local farmers and 
m erchants to sell the ir 
products to other San Luis
Obispians and tourists. These 
persons are likely to be more 
permanent than peter. Perhaps 
peter should act more like a 
guest to a host than the 
parasite he’s proving to be.
The produce that peter 
neglected to mention is excel­
lent, inexpensive and varied. 
And the atm osphere is 
pleasant except for a few in­
dividuals like peter that only 
go to keep others from having a 
good time. My final contention 
is this: Don’t let peter “The 
Opinion Dictator” make up 
your mind for you. Try 
Farmer’s Market for yoursel­
ves. (jo and meet the com­
munity you live in. Go and 
have a good time. Go and try 
the tri-tip, it’s really excellent.
John Faires
Graphic Communications 
SLO Resident
Farmer’s Market: 
laughed at 7:40
Dear Mr. Hartlaub,
Thank you for the much-
needed commentary regarding 
Farmer’s Market (the putrid 
nesting place of evil). Yesterday 
was the first time I ever 
laughed at a 7:40 a.m. class in 
my life. Cuidado del Mangy!
John Petrov 
Economics
“P” Task Force 
thanks Poly clubs
The Poly P Task Force would 
like to take this opportunity to 
publicly thank those clubs and 
organ izations that have 
donated their time and effort to 
help maintain the “P.”
person, but I do want to do what 
I can in thanksgiving for the gift 
Jesus has provided for me and 
for all who trust in his name. 
Anyone can accept it.
I know that there are logical 
reasons to doubt the existence of 
God. Human nature is a doubt­
ing nature. I myself am a cynical 
man. That is why we need to look 
at the “data” before we draw our 
“conclusions.” Isn’t that what we 
do here at Cal Poly?
I would need more faith than 
I have now to accept that this 
planet has developed on its own. 
Look at the human eye. Could it 
be the result o f mutations? I f so. 
See JESUS, page 6
Thank you Sigma Alpha, 
P sych o logy  and Human 
Development Club, Sigma Nu, 
Zeta Tau Alpha, Delta Sigma 
Phi, Association for Fitness 
and Business and the Triathlon 
Club. Each club was respon­
sible for selecting one weekend 
in which they were to clean the 
area surrounding the “P ” and if 
necessary, due to color paint 
jobs or wear and tear, repaint 
the “P” white. Your efforts to 
help maintain the “P” eu’e 
greatly appreciated.
Michelle Kiess 
Judy Nagai 
Morgan Duncan 
Poly “P” Thsk Force
Letters Policy
Letters to the editor should be typed, less than 250 
words and include the author’s name, phone number 
and major or occupation. Because of space limitations, 
shorter letters have a better chance of appearing in 
Mustang Daily.
Letters may be edited for clarity, content or space 
limitations. Letters should be turned into the letters box 
in the Mustang Daily office.
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Outsiders do well in state primary elections
LOS ANGELES (A P ) — 
California voters dealt the politi­
cal establishment a strong 
rebuke, giving U.S. Senate 
nominations to two women who 
ran outsider campaigns, casting 
thousands of write-in presiden­
tial votes for Ross Perot and 
overw h e lm in g ly  app rov in g  
protest split-the-state ballot 
measures.
The time-for-a-change mood 
that gave the Democratic 
nominations for California’s two 
U.S. Senate seats to Dianne 
Feinstein and Barbara Boxer, 
also prompted voters on Tuesday 
to reject the bids of four second- 
generation politicians to ride 
their family names into office.
Losing congressional nomina­
tions were former President 
Reagan’s daughter Maureen, 
Congressman and former Lt. 
Gov. Mervyn Dymally’s daughter 
Lynn, the late Assembly Speaker 
and state Treasurer Jesse 
Unruh’s niece Ada and Louisiana 
U.S. Sen. Bennett Johnson’s son, 
Bennett Johnson 3rd.
There were relatively few in­
cumbents ousted outright in 
their own party primaries. But 
there were many close calls, in­
cluding a slim 3 percent margin 
of victory for state Senate Presi­
dent Pro Tbm David Roberti of
Los Angeles in a special election 
runoff, pointing to more potential 
trouble for incumbents in the 
general election.
“This is a great year to run 
against an incumbent — or 
against the whole establish­
ment,” Marc DiCamillo, associate 
director of the California Poll, 
said Wednesday, analyzing the 
primary results.
“This anti-incumbent, anti­
status quo was first exemplified 
in strong terms in 1990 with 
term limits, and it’s intensified 
this year. I f  you look at the Perot 
phenomenon and at the women’s 
vote, they both exemplify disaf­
fection with politics as usual,” he 
added. “Voters sent a message 
that they’re fed up with the 
choices.”
But one protest candidate who 
failed to capitalize on the anti-es­
tablishment mood was former 
Gov. Jerry Brown, who ended his 
quixotic campaign for the 
Democratic nomination for presi­
dent and against big political 
contributors with a 200,000-vote 
loss on his home turf to Arkan­
sas Gov. Bill Clinton.
A  major force derailing 
Brown’s anti-establishment cam­
paign, as well as the parallel 
campaign of commentator Pat 
Buchanan against President
Californians decide to borrow $2.8 billion 
for state schools, colleges, universities
LOS ANGELES (AP ) —  
Californians narrowly decided 
to borrow $2.8 billion to build 
and maintain schools, colleges 
and universities, but rejected a 
tax deferral for poor would-be 
homebuyers by a million votes.
About 53 percent of voters 
approved Proposition 152, 
which provides $1.9 billion in 
bonds for elementary and 
secondary public schools. 
P ro p o s it io n  153, w h ich  
provides $900 million in bond 
financing for colleges, passed 
more narrowly Tuesday, win­
ning 51 percent of the votes.
Proposition 154 would have 
allowed low-income renters 
who buy the home they are
renting to postpone paying 
higher property taxes stem­
ming from reappraisal of the 
home. Despite having limited 
financial impact on the state, it 
lost by 60 percent to 40 per­
cent, 3,273,622 votes to 
2,172,273.
The measure, written by 
U.S. Sen. John Seymour, R- 
C a lif . ,  and b lessed  by 
Republican Gov. Pete Wilson, 
was interpreted by voters as 
too much of a subsidy for 
m inorities. U n ivers ity  o f 
Southern California political 
science professor Larry Berg 
said.
As for the school bonds, 
“Maybe, just maybe, they may
be mad and upset that there 
are countries all over the world 
with better education systems 
than ours,” Berg said.
The school and college bond 
measures had been losing in 
returns Tuesday night. Not 
until early Wednesday did it 
become clear they had passed.
With all but one of Califor­
nia's 24,071 precincts report­
ing, Proposition 152 was ap- ' 
proved on a 2,956,482 to 
2,616,146 vote. Proposition 153 
was approved 2,812,027 to 
2,706,811.
Passage of the measures 
authorizes the state to sell 
general obligation bonds to
See BONDS, page 12
Bush in the Republican primary 
was that Perot gave voters of 
both parties a more appealing 
vehicle for registering their 
protest — even though the Texas 
billionaire wasn’t on either bal­
lot.
An exit poll by the Los An­
geles Times reported that Perot,
Boxer, Feinstein launch drive for 
two-woman Senate representation
LOS ANGELES (AP ) — 
Democratic Senate nominees 
Barbara Boxer and Dianne 
Feinstein barnstormed the 
state together by plane Wed­
nesday, launching their his­
toric quest to give California a 
two-woman Senate delegation.
At a morning-after news 
conference in Burbank, they 
pledged to continue their win­
ning message that women are 
the ultimate political outsiders 
who can rattle the male- 
dominated Senate.
And they said theyll prove 
that voters will back two 
women over two men.
“I think a lot of the mythol­
ogy of political lore is in the 
process of being debunked,” 
said Feinstein, the former San 
Francisco mayor who cruised to 
Democratic victory in the 
primary for the two-year seat.
Boxer, who won the nomina­
tion to the six-year seat, said 
voters won’t only be focusing on 
the potential to double the 
number o f women in the 
Senate.
“No one ever asks the man i f  
he would have a tough time 
against another man,” she said. 
“I think it’s absolutely clear 
that i f  the message is one o f 
change, of excitement and the 
end of the status quo, then we
have a great opportunity.”
The Republican Senate can­
didates, meeting at a Los An­
g e le s  u n ity  b r e a k fa s t ,  
downplayed the potential im­
pact o f gender politics. The 
pair, considered by many to 
have prominent negatives com­
pared with the women can­
didates, face uphill battles in 
November.
“It’s of no consequence to 
me. I have no interest in the 
gender of a politician. I have an 
interest in what they believe,” 
said conservative former TV 
commentator Bruce Herschen- 
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who is petitioning to get on the 
ballot as an Independent in the 
general election, would have won 
both the Dem ocratic and 
Republican primaries if  he had 
been on the ballot Tuesday.
And while primary write-in 
votes for Perot will never be 
counted because he didn’t for­
mally declare himself a write-in 
candidate, the unusually low 
vote in both the Democratic and 
R e p u b lic a n  p r e s id e n t ia l  
primaries indicate that hundreds 
of thousands of voters either 
wrote in Perot’s name or left 
their ballots for president blank.
In past California elections, 
the total U.S. Senate vote has 
been from 3 percent to 10 per­
cent lower than the presidential 
vote. But the total vote for all 
Senate candidates Tuesday was 
185,825 higher, or 9.4 percent 
more than the presidential vote 
in the Democratic primary and 
291,027, or 14.2 percent higher 
than the total presidential vote 
in the Republican primary.
With complete, unofficial 
returns from all except one of 
California’s 24,071 precincts, 
Clinton defeated Brown 47 per­
cent to 40 percent, 1,305,975 
votes to 1,106,678, with five
other candidates dividing the 
remaining 13 percent in the
Democratic prim ary. Bush 
trounced Buchanan by 74 per­
cent to 26 percent, 1,497,537 to 
539,380 in the Republican 
primary.
The presidential delegate 
count lost significance since 
Bush clinched his nomination a 
month ago and Clinton went over 
the top on earlier returns Tues­
day from Ohio. But Bush took all 
201 of California’s Republican 
delegates, while Clinton took 190 
delegates to 158 for Brown in the 
Democratic race.
Thirty-one counties, most in 
rural northern areas, voted on 
advisory measures proposing 
splitting Northern California 
from Southern California to form 
a 51st state. The proposals were 
approved in 27 counties and 
defeated in four.
Feinstein, the former mayor of 
San Francisco, and Boxer, a 
five-term member of Congress 
from Greenbrae, ran on similar 
platforms that women, with just 
two of the Senate’s 100 seats, are 
unfairly underrepresented in 
Washington and that as out­
siders they will bring about 
needed change.
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it was a long chain of consistent­
ly constructive mutations (not 
destructive mutations which we 
commonly observe today,) That is 
so unreasonable for me to accept. 
That is not what we observe in 
nature or in the laboratory.
Where did human emotion 
come from? I think we are 
people, not just highly complex 
biological and chemical reactions 
and systematic firing of synap­
ses. Why emotions such as 
laughter, or love, or mercy, or 
compassion, or jealousy or doubt? 
Most of those are weaknesses in 
the jungle. They would be 
weeded out a long time ago i f  we 
were merely a perpetuated 
species on a continuum of 
development. We are spiritual 
beings, with emotions and feel-
Why do we feel “spiritual 
when we are out in nature? Lis­
tening to the ocean. Running on 
the “P” mountain and seeing a 
herd of deer. Admiring a beauti­
fully intricate butterfly as it 
meanders from flower to flower.
And the crimson sunsets. Watch­
ing-a pine cone pop open one 
seed at a time! Christians, 
atheists and agnostics alike 
isn’t nature beautiful? Have you 
ever stopped to wonder why we 
perceive it as beauty? I think we 
feel and experience God’s mag­
nificence in nature.
But if we have a spiritual 
side, yet do not believe in a 
higher being, should we that side 
of ourselves or explore it? I f  we 
ignore it and it turns out to be 
significant, what is gained? Real 
peace is generally characterized 
by knowing what is occurring or 
what is going to occur. Uncer­
tainty is not a peaceful feeling to 
me. If there is information that 
may shed light on an unresolved 
issue we face, do we not want to 
know what it is, and what it 
means? Why wouldn’t we?
One might say, “But I see 
some Christians doing all these 
bad things, and they even judge
__ nme,
Thomas Aquinas once said, 
“The truth does not regard the 
mouth from which it flows.” Even
i f  one never meets a Christian 
who lives up to what he or she 
believes, that does not dilute the 
Good News of Jesus Christ. And 
it is good news, because it is 
meant for everyone!
I also grappled with the many 
religions that are out there. It is 
a difficult arena. They all bestow 
great wisdom and hope unto 
there followers. How could all be 
wrong, or how could only one be 
right? But of Judaism, Islam and 
Christianity, all come from one 
source, the God of the Israelites, 
who are the descendants of 
Abraham. God promised a Mes­
siah, and I think Jesus is him. 
He is the Christ.
God loves us all very much 
and wants us to come to him 
through faith. I think it is wise 
to first carefully investigate. 
Why not find a Bible and open up 
to the New Testament?
Believing in Jesus Christ can 
be logical. It is for me.
Mark G. Higgins is a graduate 
student in the English depart­
ment.
WORLD
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coast, Croats are venturing back, 
either to families who stayed be­
hind or to inspect the rubble of 
what once were their lives.
The Yugoslav army has not 
said why it is leaving some of the 
territory it captured during six 
months of grisly battle last year. 
But Croatian and Western 
European observers believe the 
army wants to concentrate on 
keeping a firm grip on the bay of 
Kotor.
The bay is an important outlet 
to the sea for the new, truncated 
Yugoslavia, which includes only 
Serbia and Montenegro.
Pero and Marija Jemin were 
among 53 of Majkovi’s 300 vil­
lagers who chose to endure oc­
cupation rather than abandon 
their homes and risk losing 
everything.
“The days were long and the 
nights even longer,” said Pero, 
62. He told of Serbian irregulars 
stealing his hunting rifles and 
ammunition, and demanding 
food and drink.
Pero figfures he dispensed 
1,000 liters of his homemade 
wine, about half his yearly 
production. Eight fighters who 
the Jemins were forced to house 
temporarily shot up the kitchen
one night after drinking too 
much.
“Once, the army wanted to 
store a cannon in the house,” 
Pero said. He told them: “I would 
rather bum my house and myself 
than let you do it.”
He said Serb irregulars beat 
him once, and torched a neigh­
bor’s abandoned house and a 
stable.
But he also has some good 
memories of the occupiers.
He said one army soldier who 
took some of his smoked ham, a 
traditional dish here, returned 
with with money collected from 
other troops.
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Poly arts have up and down year
By Jennifer White
Staff Writer__________________________
“It was the best of times. It 
was the worst of times.” This 
line, from Charles Dickens’ “A 
Thle of Two Cities,” summarizes 
the year in arts and entertain­
ment events held at Cal Poly.
Melissa Burnley, ASI vice 
chair for ASI Concerts, said that 
her group “definitely had their
share of ups and downs.”
Burnley said that the Public 
Enemy show was probably the 
best concert event for many 
people, because students and 
community members got to listen 
to an up-and-coming group in a 
small environment.
However, she added that the 
Public Enemy concert was also 
the worst of times. She said that 
due to the group’s missed airline
flight, the concert had to be 
postponed, and because of that 
many people were upset and ASI 
Concerts had to deal with the 
angry feelings.
“Public Enemy was an in­
credible learning experience,” 
Burnley said.
Other than Public Enemy, 
everjlhing flowed pretty smooth­
ly, Burnley said.
Another event that stood out
Mid-State Fair 
boasts lineup 
of music stars
in Burnley’s mind was the Tito 
Puente concert.
She said that although the 
show was not sold out, everyone 
who came to see the concert had 
a great time.
“He was a lot of fun to watch,” 
the history senior said.
Despite having some big 
names perform, ASI Concerts 
still came out short financially. 
Burnley hopes that things will 
See ARTS, page 9
By Carissa Wreden 
Staff Writer
“The best little fair anywhere,” the California 
Mid-State Fair, will be lighting the Paso Robles 
skyline with a lineup of country and pop talent, 
Aug. 3-16. *
Grandstand entertainment for this year includes 
such household names as Reba McEntire, Charlie 
Daniels, George Strait, Dwight Yoakam, Dana Gar­
vey, Kenny G., Color Me Badd, Johnny Cash, Ringo 
Starr (and his All Starr Band — including ex- 
Eagles Joe Walsh and Timothy Schmit), and Randy 
Travis.
Russ James, coordinator of promotions, publicity 
and special events, gave credit for the recurring 
phenomenon o f stellar acts to the fair’s general 
manager Maynard Potter.
“He (Potter) studies the entertainment field all 
year long. He goes to conventions, talks to people in 
the industry and finds out who’s selling,” James 
said.
As usual. Potter has booked a large number of 
country/westem acts for grandstand entertainment 
this year. “Most of the country music is really 
strong right now,” James said. “For some reason it 
is strong in this area.”
James expects many of the country shows to sell 
out. “George Strait has sold out here two years in a 
row,” he said.
It is no wonder Strait, who has won multiple 
Entertainer of the Year awards, plays to sold out 
crowds at Mid-State. Strait’s music, featuring 
traditional country sounds of twin fiddles and steel 
guitars, has made him a leader in the fundamen­
talist movement within the industry. Tbgether with 
his Ace in the Hole Band, Strait breathes freshness 
into his music without straying too far from his 
roots in honky-tonk and romantic ballads, accord­
ing to his MCA records press release.
The Reba McEntire show is also expected to sell 
out. McEntire lends her live shows genuine feeling, 
adding a piece of herself to each song. The Houston 
Post said of McEntire, “Few performers of any 
stripe invest such emotion in their work. She’s been 
fabulous, the crowd loves her.”
With such talent as ex-Eagles Joe Walsh and
See FAIR, page 10
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Photo by Mika Ruthsrford
Country/westorn star George Strait will headline one of the fair’s grandstand concerts.
The mechanism of music
Bass guitarist captures myriad o f melody
By Cynthia Nelson 
Staff Writer
Photo by T. Shan* Gilman
Bass guitarist Christine McKinley went from mechanical engineering to music.
Being a Cal Poly alumna can give one 
the courage to go out into the world and 
make a go of one’s lifelong dream.
And that’s exactly what she did.
After studying mechanical engineering 
for four years, Christine McKinley gained 
confidence to pursue a career in music and 
start a band named after herself.
“At age 23 no one exp>ects you to know 
anything about anything, so I decided to to 
try something I enjoyed, even if  it meant 
making mistakes,” McKinley said.
Her ambitions were fueled after work­
ing on projects in mechanical engineering, 
which she said she felt unprepared to com­
plete, but for which she ended up receiving 
g(x)d grades.
Instead, she chose to ref(x:us here life 
toward music, setting out to write songs 
that appeal to people, she said.
“ It’s real fun to start from my journal, 
then expand on it,” she said.
Some songs are a fantasy of what might 
have happened in a relationship. Others 
reflect on the past.
The 26-year-old McKinley also enjoys 
poking fun at herself in her work, she said.
Singing while she plays the acoustic 
bass guitar, with an (x^casional song or two 
performed on the rhythm guitar, McKinley 
needed a talented rhythm guitarist to add 
to her music. She did not feel satisfied 
until she met up with James Coyazo, who 
added the elements to her music that she 
desired. She worked with other rhythm 
guitarists, but they overpowered her sing­
ing and playing.
“Coyazo is skilled and able to make his 
playing sound effortless,” she said.
His playing blends in with her music to 
bring out the nuances of her songs. One 
piece that needed the electric guitar was 
“Grow Up Mean.” It i.s a jazzy song about 
teenage memories that are not so sweet. 
McKinley was reluctant at first because 
the electric guitar often sounds too 
crunchy and harsh. However, she said 
Coyazo was able to add the fluidity the 
song needed with his jazzy sound.
“I guess it was what I wanted in the 
beginning,” McKinley said.
Coyazo added, “‘Grow Up Mean’ is real­
ly a r(x:k song.”
During practice, McKinley found 
Coyazo easy to communicate with when 
she needed to make a change in one of her 
Sec .MCKINLEY, page 9
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Cal Poly clan mixes up success as Peter Will
Band returns to studio to record 13-track CD
By David V'oros 
Staff Writer
Farmer’s Market has ended, 
and one of the most popular 
bands in San Luis Obispo is play­
ing at SLO Brew.
Outside, more than 40 people 
patiently stand in line, waiting 
to get past the bouncer at the 
front door. Inside, the seasonal 
brew flows as the crowd dances 
nonstop to the original rock ’n’ 
roll music of Peter Will.
So who is Peter Will?
Peter Will is a local rock ’n’ 
roll band made up of four former 
or current Cal Poly students. The 
band has performed at various 
locations throughout the year 
and is establishing a strong fol­
lowing.
Now, armed with enough new 
material and critical financial 
support, Peter Will is returning 
to the studio, where they started 
one year ago.
At the Sandor Sound record­
ing studio, the band is preparing 
to record the basic tracks for 
their upcoming compact disc. 
The disc titled “204 Angel Street” 
should be in local music stores by 
mid-October.
While taking a break at the 
studio the group discussed their 
music and how they met.
Seated on a black velour 
couch across from the mixing 
board are Pete Williams, lead 
vocalist; John Hollis, acoustic 
rhythm guitarist and harmonica 
player; and lead guitarist and 
bassist Matt Kraemer. Drummer 
Dean Rossi is seated on a nearby 
stool.
They all have attended Cal 
Poly while becoming veterans of 
the local music scene.
Before Peter Will was formed, 
Kraemer, an agriculture en­
gineering graduate, played in the 
band Tlrngue ’n Groove with 
Rossi, a construction manage­
ment senior, as the drummer. 
When Kraemer left the band, 
Williams took his place on bass 
guitar.
After 'R)ngue ’n Groove folded 
in 1991, Williams and Rossi 
recruited Kraemer to play bass 
in the cover-song band Buckwild. 
That band would serve as the 
foundation for Peter Will, which 
formed while recording a five- 
song demo tape last summer. 
Hollis, a landscape architecture 
senior, joined the band later 
when they started playing live.
The initial push to record the 
demo tape came from a friend of 
Williams.
“One of my good friends, who I 
played in a band with (in 
Bakersfield)... he had been hear­
ing my originals for awhile,” the 
23-year-old Williams said. “He 
really kicked me in the butt to go 
into the studio to record them.”
His friend, Scott Sturtevant, 
also enlisted the important 
financial backing for the demo 
tape from Marty Taylor, presi­
dent of Then What Productions 
in Bakersfield.
“(TViylor) is not doing it for 
any of the wrong reasons,” W il­
liams said. “He’s doing it because 
he likes the songs. It’s perfect. 
We couldn’t have asked for any­
thing better.”
Then What Productions is 
funding the current recording 
project.
Williams, a social science 
major, said the demo tap>e helped 
the band get a lot of gigs, mainly 
in San Luis Obispo, but also in 
Fresno and Bakersfield.
But the group feels that it is 
essential to branch out of the 
San Luis Obispo area.
“We don’t want to suffer the 
fate of Rhythm Akimbo, who put 
out a CD and stayed in one 
town,” Williams said. “This is 
where we got started. (San Luis) 
treats us great, and we’re going
to come back here and have a 
great time. But next year. I don’t 
think we’re going to be playing 
around here as much as we are 
(now).”
Rossi was quick to add that 
the compact disc should help the 
band get an agent, who can then 
book shows throughout the West 
Coast.
In concert, Peter Will’s ener­
getic music gets a crowd up and 
onto the dance floor. This 
surprised Williams, who writes 
all of the band’s lyrics.
“As a songwriter, I was trip­
ping. I really didn’t think these 
songs were danceable,” Williams 
said.
“For me, it is probably the 
most rewarding thing ever to see, 
an audience dancing and also 
singing your lyrics.”
Of the 13 songs on the disc, 11 
are new and two are carried over 
from the demo tape. Those two 
songs “Just Go” and “These Blue 
Walls” where chosen because 
they are popular.
“These Blue Walls” is a song 
about a b iker fam ily  in 
Bakersfield that used crack and 
coke, Williams said. The song 
title refers to blue modular office 
dividers that the family had in­
side of their house.
One of the new songs, “Kill 
The Caucasians” is about people 
who come to Cal Poly from weal­
thy isolated towns.
“Then get sent ofF to Cal Poly 
to go college, to be enlightened,” 
Williams said. “There’s no black 
people, no Hispanics, no poor 
people in San Luis besides the 
students.
“Then they graduate and 
think they are enlightened. I’m 
not saying that I ’m Mr. En­
lightened, but then they go back 
to their thing, and they have a 
Caucasian attitude. Not meaning 
they’re white, I’m just saying 
Caucasian — that they have
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Guitarist and singer Pete Williams leads local band Peter Will during a 
show at SLO Brewing Co.
been able to avoid the ghetto and 
the (negative side) of life.”
Other new songs on the disc 
include “Question to God,” 
“Tramps Like,” “Apology No.l,” 
“Think About It” and “Every 
Women’s Hero.”
Peter Will’s longevity is rooted 
from two important factors — 
they get along with one another, 
and each contributes something 
to the song development process.
“We all have certain talents,” 
Rossi said. “For example. Matt 
and John are more theory
(oriented), they know what notes 
work together. I’m in the groove 
section, making sure all the ac­
cents are there. Pete writes the 
skeleton of the song — the 
lyrics.”
While the band’s future is 
promising, they are taking it one 
step at a time.
“In all honesty, i f  you ask me 
what ‘making it’ is,” Williams 
said, “it’s being to able to do this 
and get enough money to live 
every month, without having to 
scrape and eat Top Ramen.”
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Repertory theatre 
Broadway stars to
By Katherine Gill
Staff Writer
Broadway lovers have the 
chance to see some of the best 
musical entertainers in the busi­
ness when Central Coast Reper­
tory Theatre presents “A  Night 
at the Tonys.”
The benefit will be held Satur­
day, June 13, at Cuesta College.
Kevin Goetz, producer/artistic 
director of the company, came up 
with the idea for the Broadway- 
focused benefit.
“I wanted to do something 
unique,” he said. “I wanted to 
bring something sophisticated to 
the area, and I wanted to do it in 
a way that epitomized the caliber 
of experience involved.”
Goetz said 10 to 14 stars are 
performing in the benefit. He 
added that they will be singing 
without props or decorated sets.
“It will be just a painted stage 
and a grand piano,” Goetz said. 
“It will be very simple. We
wanted to let the talent speak for 
itself.”
Stars performing in the 
benefit will include Ibny Award- 
winner Leilani Jones, from the 
musical “Grind,” Willy Falk from 
“Miss Scugon” and “Dreamgirls” 
star Obba Babatunde, who will 
be hosting the event.
Goetz said they will be per­
forming songs from a variety of 
Broadway productions, including 
“Cats,” “Les Miserables,” “Phan­
tom of the Opera” and “Miss 
Saigon.”
Central Coast Repertory 
Theatre is the only professional 
theater on the Central Coast, 
Goetz said. The company, which 
uses mostly professional actors 
from Los Angeles and New York, 
presents “interesting and com­
pelling original works.”
Goetz added that the group 
does straight plays, no musicals.
“We have no interest in doing 
commercial works like, “Hello, 
Dolly,” he said.
MCKINLEY
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songs. McKinley said she does 
not know much musical lingo, 
but would tell him to play a song 
in a clopity-clop rhythm. Or she 
would say, “It should sound like 
a martini stirred but not 
shaken.”
“He did not even crack a 
smile, but just said, ‘Got it. 
Okay.’ And just did it,” she said.
“The whole thing’s a con­
fidence game,” said McKinley 
after the initial recording of her 
first release, “Next Feeding,” 
which had to be recorded a 
second time.
Upset by the failure, she 
made the second attempt and 
built on the material recorded in­
itially. She added new instru­
ments, such as the cello and 
French horn, which brought 
forth the original intent and 
nuances of the songs. She also 
made her release tighter, with 
greater impact than the first 
recording.
McKinley’s musicql career 
began after she bought an 
electric bass guitar for $50 to im­
press a certain special someone. 
She then joined a band. Tabula 
Rasa, at age 20 while she worked 
toward her degree at Cal Poly.
She enjoyed playing with 
Tibula Rasa, which was her first 
experience in a band. Other 
members encouraged her song 
writing. When she was on stage, 
friends in the audience en­
couraged her to move around.
They said she played well but 
stood like a statue.
Since then, McKinley has 
gained a great deal o f confidence 
and chastises her audiences 
when they are drunk, loud and 
obnoxious.
She has also come into a 
musical sophistication of her 
own. She composes all her lyrics 
and scores. Many songs have a 
melancholy tone, while others 
are cynical and humorous. When 
she composes, it often comes 
from personal experiences, she 
said.
McKinley S8ud she considers 
her song writing to be the 
strength of her music, as she 
puts a great deal of effort into 
her work.
“One note can make all the 
difference in a song,” she said.
Singing with a full range, 
having complete voice control 
and strumming her guitar in a 
soothing manner, she utilizes her 
talents to be vehicles that catch 
the listeners’ attention and 
draws them into the music. The 
meanings to the stanzas are 
often hidden, like a good piece of 
literature, holding more the 
second and third pass through.
Now that her release is out 
and she has plpyed at all the 
local hotspots — Linnaea’s Cafe, 
T .A . ’ s C an tina  and Loco 
Ranchero — she is heading north 
to Portland, Ore. There she 
hopes to become a success in the 
music scene.
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Goetz said the gp-oup rehear­
ses its plays in Los Angeles 
before bringing the shows to the 
Central Coast. Cuesta College 
students are allowed to par­
ticipate as production assistants 
and stage hands, he added.
“We’re trying to find more 
ways to incorporate them into 
the show,” he said.
All proceeds from the Satur­
day night benefit will go to the 
Central Coast Repertory Theatre 
operations. The theater is a non­
profit group, he added.
“It is an extraordinary event,” 
Goetz said of the upcoming 
event.
“Nothing like this has been 
brought to the Central Coast 
before.”
“A Night at the Tonys" will 
play two shows at the Interact 
Theater at Cuesta College. Tick­
ets are $25 for the 4 p.m. show 
and $30 for the 8 p.m. show. For 
details call 546-3131.
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COURTESY CENTRAL COAST REPERTORY THEATRE
Broadway star Leilani Jones performs In “A Night at the Tonys.”
ARTS
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improve for next year.
Currently, ASI Concerts is 
working on a country concert to 
occur the same weekend as the 
Cal Poly rodeo.
“It’s obvious we can’t get 
people like Garth Brooks, Clint 
Black or George Strait, because 
they’re used to performing before 
50,000 people,” she said. “We just 
don’t have those accommoda­
tions.
“However, we are looking at 
Dwight Yoakam, Sawyer Brown 
and the Kentucky Headhunters.”
Burnley said that she’s ex­
cited about having concerts next 
year.
She said that next year’s con­
certs will take place in the new 
gym at the Rec Center.
“It will seat about 5,000 
people and have better acoustics 
and lighting than the gym we 
use now,” she said. “Hopefully, 
that will help us (ASI Concerts) 
to attract bigger-name bands.”
Burnley added that one of the 
problems ASI Concerts consis­
tently has is trying to figure out 
who to have perform at Cal Poly. 
She said that once the problem is 
solved, ASI Concerts will be able 
to serve the community better.
“We would really appreciate
input fi-om students, so we can 
make all our concerts great,” she 
said.
Cal Poly Tneatre and Arts, on 
the other hand, had no real 
problems with their entertain­
ment events.
Peter Wilt, Cal Poly Theatre 
and program manager, said that 
overall he was very pleased with 
how things went during the year.
“We didn’t have any problems 
with any of the artists,” Wilt 
said.
He said that the only dilemma 
Cal Poly Arts had to face was 
whether or not the show would 
be sold out.
He said that performances by 
the Ohio Ballet didn’t do as well 
as he would have liked.
“They were scheduled for two 
performances and we only sold 
half the house each night,” he 
said.
Wilt also said that the theater 
and dance productions did well 
this year.
“Orchesis (an annual dance 
production) was very popular 
this year, even more so than last 
year’s performance,” he said.
In addition to OTchesis’ dance 
production, the three concerts 
performed during the After 
Columbus conference went
smoothly as well. He said that 
there was a greater turnout than 
expected.
Wilt said that the one perfor­
mance that was missed this year 
is the annual review performed 
by Cal Poly choral groups. He 
said that the person who creates 
the production didn’t have the 
time to do it this year.
Wilt said that he hopes the 
person will be free next year be­
cause the annual review is a 
show people don’t want to miss.
Although everything is run­
ning smoothly. Wilt still has new 
goals for the upcoming year.
“We hope to increase our sub­
scribers by 10 percent,” he said.
Wilt said that subscribers are 
people who buy their tickets in 
advance for performances.
With these advanced ticket 
purchases, people get certain 
perks including a newsletter sub­
scription and a chance for better 
seats.
Wilt said he hopes that next 
year will be even more success­
ful.
“The entire season for Cal 
Poly Arts is already booked up,” 
he said.
ASI Film s would like to thank the student body 
for their most excellent support.
Plus a chance to
WIN
The Soundtrack to
W a y n e ’S W o rld
With Special Thanks 
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Chumash Auditorium $3
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I Not valid with any other offer 
! Offer good until Dec. 31 .1992
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thursday, june 4
J Laurie Rasmssen plays C e lt ic  
harp at t h e  Earthling Book­
shop from 8 to 10 p.m.
J Peter Will performs at SLO 
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a
$2 cover.
J The Imposters and Tim Jack- 
son perform at T.A.’s Cantina 
at 9:30 p.m.
J Trees of Mystery, Intrinsic and 
Bean play a special KCPR con­
cert at Loco Ranchcro at 9
p.m.
friday, fune 5
□  Inner Faces appears at Lin- 
naea’s Cafe at 8 p.m.
!J Wendy Lee plays guitar and 
sings at the Earthling Book-
C S ï l V i i L '
shop from 8 to 10 p.m.
□  2kxx:ase plays at T A .’s Can­
tina at 9:30 p.m.
□  David Song plays reggae at 
SLO Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. 
for a $3 cover.
□  Cal Poly Choirs perform 
various choral and instrumental 
works in their final concert of 
this school year at 8 p.m. at the 
First Baptist Church of SLO.
Saturday, june 6
□  Brian Shira and Scott Grocott 
perform folk r(x;k from 8 to 10 
p.m. at the Earthling Book­
shop.
□  Jen Guttler appears at Lin- 
naea’s Cafe at 8 p.m.
□  The Blisters and A Mister play 
at T A .’s Cantina at 9'.30 p.m.
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Professional racing is hell on a car. Every mile 
on the track is like a huncjred on the street. As 
race car builders, we follow a car through its 
entire lite span often only a matter of hours.
Wtiat we've learned at Le Mans and 
Daytona applies directly to the way we main­
tain your car. We’ll tune it tor top performance 
and make ttie minor repairs that can save you 
a ma|or overhaul turttier down the road.
Our prices are reasonable and our
service is the best. ■ i l l S l
Racing car owners trust German
us, shouldn t you^ »  -Autospecializing in Porsche, Audi. BMW. Mercedes, Volvo <S VW Autos
273 Pacific Street, San Luis Obispo 543 7473
J Crucial DBC plays dread rock 
at SLO Brewing Co. at 9:30 
p.m. for a $3 cover.
□  Modem Mandolin Quartet 
and House of Prayer Gospel 
Choir perform in a twilight con­
cert hosted by the SLO Mozart 
Festival at the Martin Bros, 
winery amphitheatre. Tickets 
range from $14.50. Call 543-4580 
for details.
Sunday, june 7
□  T.A.’s Cantina presents 
“Music of the World’s People” 
from 4 to 7 p.m.
monday, june 8
□  Peter Finger plays guitar at 
Linnaea’s Cafe at 8 p.m.
□  T.A.’s Cantina features Blue 
Monday at 9:30 p.m.
tnesday, june 9
□  T.A.’s Cantina features 
acoustic music with “T.A’s Un­
plugged” at 9:30 p.m.
ongoing.
□  Central Coast artist Jamie 
Thsen is presenting an exhibit of 
her paintings titled “Learning to 
F ly” at the U.U. Galerie  
through June 10.
□  Cal Poly photography lecturer
Mark Kauffrnan presents “A 
S lice o f L ife : A  50-year
Retrospective of Photography” at 
the University Art Gallery 
through June 7.
□  Art and design senior Sherry 
Gürtler is showing a mixed 
media exhibit of black and 
w hite  ph otograph s and  
acrylics at the Photo Option 
Gallery in the Kennedy Library 
through June 6.
FAIR
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Timothy Schmit, Ringo Starr and 
his All Starr Band are also ex­
pected to fill the stands. The 
eight-member band list reads 
like a who’s who roster of rock ’n’ 
roll. Members on the tour have 
worked with celebrities like Tina 
Turner, the Stray Cats, Tuny 
Martin of Black Sabbath and 
Carly Simon.
Besides top-notch musical 
performers, the Mid-State Fair 
has scheduled comedian Gal­
lagher with his Sledge-O-Matic. 
Gallagher adds an interesting 
twist to his act by smashing 
vegetables with a sledge ham­
mer, spraying his audience with 
a veritable puree of pulverized 
veggies.
James said the first four rows 
of the audience wear raincoats in
preparation for a vitamin-packed 
shower.
“He’s one strange person,” 
James said.
Three action-packed nights of 
Cotton Rosser’s Flying U Rodeo, 
featuring top national cowboys 
and rodeo acts, as well as the 
Wrangler rodeo clown bull fights 
are scheduled for the Mid-State 
Fair.
“It’s the best cotton-pickin’ 
buy anywhere,” said James.
Monster Truck Madness is 
also slated into this year’s line 
up. The Megasaurus Demolition 
Derby will wrap up 14 nights of 
solid entertainment.
Tickets for the grandstand 
performances are available 
through the fair office. Ffrices 
range from $18 to $13 each 
depending on seat location.
CONCERTS
bay area
□New  Orleans by the Bay,
6/6,7, Shoreline Amphitheatre 
□Primus, 6/6, Greek Theatre 
□Beastie Boys, 6/11, War- 
field
□Penn and Teller, 6/10,11, 
San Jose Center for the Per­
forming Arts; 6/12,13, War- 
field
□Wayne Newton, 6/18, Con­
cord Pavilion
□Los Lobos, 6/19, Warfield 
□Genesis, 6/20, Oakland 
Stadium
□Patti LaBelle, 6/21, Circle 
Star Center
ventura'area
6/6,□Waylon Jennings,
Ventura Concert Theatre 
□The Cult, 6/12, Santa Bar­
bara Bowl
□Seals & Crofts, 6/26, Ven­
tura Concert Theatre
los angeles area
□The Return o f Spinal 
Tap, 6/5, Universal Am­
phitheatre
□Reggae Sunsplash, 6/6, Ir­
vine Meadows Amphitheatre 
□The Cult, 6/13, Irvine 
Meadows Amphitheatre 
□Harry Connick, Jr., 6/17, 
Pacific Amphitheatre 
□G enesis, 6/18, Dodger 
Stadium
□  S m o k e y  R o b i n s o n ,
6/19,20, Pantages
□  Wynonna Judd, 6/25, 
Universal Amphitheatre 
□The Cure, 6/27, The Rose 
Bowl
□Paula Abdul, Color Me 
Badd, 6/28, Pacific Am­
phitheatre
□James T»ylor, 7/7-9,11,12, 
Universal Amphitheatre 
□Gipsy Kings, 7/11, Irvine 
Meadows Amphitheatre 
□Michael Bolton, 7/13, Hol­
lywood Bowl
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Jumping for a dream
Poly high jumper Sue Rembao eyes Olympic opportunity
By Laurie La Pensee 
Staff Writer__________
While most students are 
leaving for summer vacation or 
a summer job, one Cal Poly stu­
dent will continue to work hard 
at her Olympic dream.
Local high jumper Sue Rem­
bao will be competing June 19 
and June 28 at the Olympic tri­
als in New Orleans. She and all 
of her competitors have jumped 
6 feet, 3 inches.
In the end, the three highest 
jumpers will go to Barcelona 
this summer.
“Good jumps are performed 
when you’re just floating, don’t 
know how fast you are going 
and feel like you are flying,” 
Rembao said.
She has been doing the high 
jump since she was in fifth 
grade, 20 years ago.
Her dad did it, and she 
quickly picked up interest. But 
she didn’t like running until 
three years ago, she said.
Achievements came easily to 
her at an early age. In high 
school Rembao was able to 
jump 6’- l “. In college she 
jumped 6’-2”.
As her performance slowly 
began to change, she took a 
three-year break before return­
ing to the challenge and com­
petition.
During the break she 
finished her bachelor’s degree 
in industrial technology. Cur­
rently she is working on a 
master’s degree in physical 
education at Cal Poly. Since 
1991. her husband John has 
been coaching her.
He attributes much of her 
success to her tenacity. “She 
has the ability to do a large 
workout and not see it as a 
chore,” he said.
“Many people could have 
great gifts but do not excel or 
peak. Susan is gifted and 
works hard too.”
In 1991 she placed second at 
a national championship in 
Tbkyo and was named 16th 
best jumper in the world.
She was hoping to place in 
the top 10 and had difficulty 
dealing with the rainy weather. 
“I held back and was thinking 
of slipping,” she said.
Forecasting the future, Andy 
Frokjer, assistant track coach 
for women at Cal Poly, said 
Rembao should make the top 
three in Louisiana unless some 
other competitors are having 
an unusually good day. He has 
known Rembao for 11 years 
and used to compete with her 
for Cal Poly.
According to her coeich, she 
let an outside factor control her 
in Tokyo.
“I live for track 
meets and enjoy 
the training. It 
pays off on days 
you jump.”
Sue Rembao, 
high jumper
But having had the ex­
perience of jumping in the rain 
may pay off when she goes to 
New Orleans, he said.
Rembao has had her share 
o f adjusting attitudes and 
trying again. She advises other 
jumpers to look again at their 
priorities and sacrifices when 
the going gets tough.
“For me, it’s just a fact of 
life,” she said.
“I live for track meets and 
enjoy the training. It pays off 
on days you jump.
“Ta be in track you really 
have to love the sport. (Luckily) 
the ups have outweighed the 
negatives,” she said.
In order to do a great jump, 
John Rembao said, his wife 
needs to be both mentally and 
physically prepared.
Coaches join forces 
for coed track team
By Laurie La Pensee
Staff Writer
By fall, the men’s and 
women’s track teams will each 
have new co-head coaches of 
Olympic quality.
The two teams will be com­
bined into a coed team, said Ken 
Walker, Cal Pol^s director of 
athletics. How the work load will 
be split is up to the new coaches, 
he said.
Having the two coaches work 
together could have many ad­
vantages. As the two teams 
travel together for meets, expen­
ses will all together be cheaper. 
Walker said. It will be good for 
team entity too, he added.
Stepping into the positions of 
co-coaches will be Brooks John­
son from Stanford and Terry 
Crawford from the University of 
Texas at Austin.
Contracts for each coach are 
in the process of being written 
and will be completed within 10 
days. Walker said.
The new coaches will be paid 
within the same pay scale as the 
current coaches have. Walker 
said.
According to the job descrip­
tion, the pay range for each 
coach is between $50,532 and 
$60,960. That amounts to a 
monthly paycheck o f $4,000 to 
$5,000 per month.
Neither of the new coaches 
would comment on the amount 
they are currently paid at Stan­
ford or University of Texas.
Stanford University has a 
policy not to reveal salary infor­
mation.
Johnson said the money of­
fered was not the main attrac­
tion to the job offer.
Both new coaches said they 
were attracted to Cal Poly be­
cause of its track reputation and 
community atmosphere.
“San Luis Obispo now has 
what Palo Alto had 13 years 
ago,” Johnson said. “There is a 
commitment to excellence among 
the teammates and the com­
munity has a great quality of 
life.”
For Crawford, the main ap­
peal is the opportunity to build 
the program from Division II to 
Division I.
She has coached women’s 
teams for 19 years and also sees 
the opportunity to be a “co-coach” 
as a positive career change.
Johnson was the head coach 
of the U.S. women’s Olympic 
track and field team in 1984 and 
coached the U.S. Pan American 
Games Tbam.
Crawford has had internation­
al experience while serving as 
head coach for the women’s track 
team in the 1988 games in Seoul, 
South Korea.
Both coaches will be great ad­
ditions to the team and make the 
future of track at Cal Poly bright. 
Walker said. “Just their reputa­
tions alone will interest runners 
to come to Cal Pbly.”
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Crew faces elimination because of aicohoi
By Jennifer White
Staff Writer
In a time when greeks are en­
couraging Dry Rush, GAMMA 
policies and the renting of 
vehicles to prevent people from 
drinking and driving, crew is just 
now u n d ergo in g  possib le  
elim ination processes from 
Greek Week.
Crew is one of the higher-scor­
ing events of Greek Week, and it 
faces possible elimination be­
cause it involves the consump­
tion of alcohol.
The timed event consists of a 
certain number of fraternity 
members who line up to drink 
beverages with the hopes of
achieving the best time.
The beverage that is most 
often crewed with is beer, but 
other non-alcoholic beverages, 
such as soda and near-beer, are 
available as well.
The event that had one of the 
largest turnouts during Greek 
Week ‘92 might not be held in 
upcoming years i f  it is canceled 
as planned.
Walt Lambert, director of 
Greek Affairs, said that although 
the event is unofficial, there are 
discussions taking place between 
himself, the Greek Week commit­
tee and fraternities about the 
possibility of eliminating the 
event from Greek Week.
“I really doubt it will be held
next year,” Lambert said.
Lambert said that the event is 
always held off-campus and is 
not recognized by the university 
and therefore does not follow 
university guidelines about the 
alcohol policy.
However, h e . noted two 
problems with the event.
First, many of the fraternities 
on campus have national chap­
ters that are associated \vith the 
Fraternity Insurance Purchasing 
Group. He said that FIPG has 
some very stiff rules and regula­
tions, one of which states that 
the group is not to participate in 
any drinking games.
He said that some fraternity 
members drank soda and non-al­
coholic beer at past crew events, 
but they still had questions 
about whether or not that con­
stituted taking part in a drinking 
game.
Because of these problems, 
Lambert said he’s trying to 
phase out as many events that 
might involve alcohol.
He said in the past people 
used to bring alcoholic beverages 
to events held at the beach. 
However, that problem has been 
solved by holding more events on 
campus.
Lambert said that the univer­
sity and national chapters are 
starting to look more closely at 
the high-risk, low-visibility 
events greeks participate in.
STOP
AL's BRAKE 
SERVICE
50 Years in SLO
393 Marsh St. SLO
5 4 1 -3 6 5 8
"All we do are brakes"
The Best Deli Sandwiches in Town! 
Homemade Salads • Groceries • Party 
Platters • 3-10 ft. Sandwiches 
Broasted Chicken • Mojo Potatoes
HAPPY HOUR DAILY!
1638 Osos St., SLO • 543-8684
Exp 6/11/92 543-8684
SOFT CONTACT LENSES
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
Bausch & Lomb U4 & U3: $20.50 ea. 
Hydron 04: $20.00 ea.
Offer good till 6/18/92
-------------VARIOUS BRANDS AVAILABLE_______
349-3409 • 216 W. Main St., Santa Maria 
Monday - Thursday • 9:00 - 5:00
BROWN BAG
*1/2 sandwich 
■Small Salad 
*20oz Soda $4
limit one per coupon
CONSIDERING LIVING 
IN A HOUSE NEXT YEAR 
INSTEAD OF AN APARTMENT?
THEN CONSIDER THE HIDDEN COSTS:
Wat^r ¡pills, sewer and qadpaqe fees, cable TV charges
CONSIDER THE FACILITIES USUALLY MISSING: 
On-site management, prompt maintenance service, 
laundry facilities, swimming pool, private parking lot, 
security, home furnishings, landscape maintenance
CONSIDER THE DAILY GRIND OF DRIVING:
On-campus parking shortage, $3G quarterly permits, 
fuel costs, depreciation and insurance risk, increased 
congestion and air pollution, wasted time, frustration
IF ALL THIS APPS UP TO MORE THAN 
YOU 3AROAINEP FOR. SEE HOW MUCH 
EASIER IT CAN SE, COME SEE USI
DELUXE ONE AND TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOMES
Three blocks from campus Renting now: 543  2032
YOUR FUTURE'S SO BRIGHT.,
YOU GOTTA WEAR SHADES!
.5€aturing unique eyewear exclusive 
to the Central Coast
10% oil win His add
good through June 30, 1992
0 , . n w , . r <  .<  S l .
Oavid A  SchulU, 0 .0 .
Conua Ler.tet and Unique Eyewear
778 Marsh Street SLO 543-5200
He said he wants to steer 
away from problem activities and 
gear more toward low-risk, 
high-visibility events.
He said that even if non-al­
coholic beverages became the 
norm in the crew event, there 
would still be potential hazards, 
such as choking or swallowing a 
tab from the can.
“We’re trying to add new 
events that are more fun and not 
as competitive,” he said.
Lambert said that it is really 
hard to eliminate events such as 
crew, because they “go way back 
and are considered traditional.”
When asked about what he 
thought about the possibility of 
crew being eliminated, IFC Vice 
President Brad Sams was not 
surprised nor dismayed.
The future o f crew is still up 
in the air. Lambert said that this 
week he is sending memos to 
fraternity presidents about the 
possibility of eliminating the 
event.
BONDS
From page 5
buyers who must be repaid with 
interest over a period of years.
Proposition 152’s propionents 
said it would avoid severe stu­
dent overcrowding; foes said 
government should better use 
ftinds it already has.
Proponents of Proposition 153 
said its funds for buildings and e- 
quipment at University of 
California, the California State 
University, and community col­
leges would help accommodate 
increases in student enrollments 
and provide state-of-the-art in­
structional materials.
Opponents said taxpayers 
with no college-age children al­
ready are providing too much 
subsidy to students at govem- 
ment-run universities.
CLUB
From page 2 
activities, he said.
“We have wine tasting tours 
and trips to Catalina,” Dahme 
said.
The club also offers oppor­
tunities for non-divers to become 
involved with scuba diving.
“We have three or four raffles 
a year to win free (scuba) cer­
tifications,” he said. Tlie next raf­
fle will take plcice during the 
first meeting of fall quarter.
The Cal Poly Scuba Club 
meets every Wednesday at 7:30 
p.m. in Science North, room 201.
NATION
From page 2
“The current response cannot 
succeed and must be changed, 
because it underestimates both 
the scope of the problem and 
what will be needed to deal with 
it. What is needed is a new 
global strategy.”
The study was prepared by a 
team of 40 experts and will be 
published later this year as an 
800-page book called “AIDS in 
the World 1992.” Predictions of 
the current scope o f the 
epidemic, and where it is going, 
were based on a survey of 30 
epidemiologists from around the 
world.
Mann, who coordinated the 
study, is director of Harvard’s In­
ternational AIDS Center and a 
former head of the WHO’s AIDS 
program in Geneva.
The team estimates that 2.6 
million people around the world 
have already gotten AIDS, and 
at least 13 million are infected 
with HIV, the AIDS virus. 'The 
WHO’s latest figures estimate 
1.5 million AIDS cases and 9 mil­
lion to 11 million infections.
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REC CENTER
From page 3
to a R<?c Sports flyer.
Students voted in 1986 to as­
sess themselves a $28 quarterly 
fee to fund the building.
Based on square ftxitage, stu­
dents are funding about 58 per­
cent of the building and the 
university is funding 42 percent, 
the flyer said.
The Rec Center will include a 
multi-use gymnasium, a 50- 
meter pool, nine racquetball
courts, an aerobics studio, a 
weightroom and concert seating 
for approximately 3,500 people.
“There’s facilities for vol­
leyball, badminton, wrestling, 
r a c q u e t b a l l ,  e x e r c i s e ,  
male/female locker rooms, a bio­
mechanism lab and P.E. offices,” 
De Neve said.
Recreational Sports, the 
physical education department 
and the ASI Program Bioard will 
operate in the new facility.
SENATORS
From page 5
sohn, who will face Boxer.
“TTie women of California are 
very indeptmdent people and 
they have demonstrated that 
time and time again,” added ap­
pointed Sen. John Seymour, 
who’ll compete with Feinstein.
Still, it was a g(x)d primary 
across California for women can­
didate's. In the congressional 
races, 18 women won, with eight 
having a giKxl chance of getting 
elected in Novemlx'r. There are 
currently three women in the 
state delegation.
Despite the successes, three 
women with famous political 
names won’t be among the win­
ners. Maureen Reagan, the 
daughter of President Reagan; 
Ada Unruh, the daughter-in-law 
of the late state treasurer and 
Assembly Spieaker Jess Unruh; 
and Lynn Dymally, the daughter 
of Rep. and former Lt. Gov. Mer- 
vyn Dymally, all lost races 'Tues­
day.
Like many women candidates, 
Boxer and Feinstein won by tap­
ping voters’ discontent with the 
political establishment and 
women’s anger over the treat­
ment of Anita Hill during the 
Clarence 'Thomas confirmation 
hearings.
Political analysts said the 
women’s gender-based politics 
could be a strong factor in 
November, especially i f  the U.S. 
Supreme Court strikes down or 
tinkers with abortion rights in 
mid-campaign.
By a two-to-one margin, 
Californians favor existing abor­
tion rights or laws to make get­
ting an abortion easier. Both 
Boxer and Feinstein are pro- 
choice.
Herschensohn is a staunch 
abortion foe. Seymour is a pro- 
choice convert. 'They have other 
problems as well, political 
analysts said.
Herschensohn comes from the 
right wing of California’s divided 
Republican Party, and many 
GOP voters were clearly unhap­
py with his opposition to abor­
tion, support for offshore oil drill­
ing and hard-line response to the 
Los Angeles riots. He wants no 
federal assistance for the city.
Herschensohn just squeaked 
by a pro-choice, moderate 
Republican, Rep. 'Ibm Campbell. 
Campbell’s campaign was hurt 
by votes siphoned o ff by 
moderate Palm Springs Mayor 
Sonny Bono.
Boxer, in contrast, won by a
larger-than-expected 43 percent 
to 31 percent margin over Lt. 
Gov. Leo McCarthy. On Wednes­
day, she asked for the support of 
those Republicans who sided 
with Campbell and Bono, a block 
of more than 1.2 million voters.
Seymour also has some nega­
tives to contend with.
Although an incumbent, he 
was never elected to the position 
and he continues to battle a 
problem with name identifica­
tion. He was appointed senator 
in 1990 by Pete Wilson after W il­
son was elected governor.
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From pugc 1
all the classes you require. It’s 
the perfect prop^am.”
liodge said he had to put the 
schedule filter into the program 
because when he first wrote the 
program it would generate 
hundreds of schedules. “It was 
generating way too many 
schedules, so I put the filter in to 
make it so the schedule is voided 
if the classes required are not 
here.”
When the scheduling is done 
the user can go into the 
view/call-in schedule and get a 
view of classes in list form. The 
computer will print out a 
schedule with the times and days 
of classes, as well as the names 
of the teachers and room num­
bers.
“If the user has a modem, 
they can hook it up to a 
telephone and it will call CAP­
TURE for them,” Hodge said. If 
the line is busy the computer will 
“call and call” until it gets in. “It 
will call forever, and when you 
get in it will beep.”
“It registers for you automati­
cally, just hit the insert key and
it will enroll you,” he said.
Another feature that is in­
cluded in the program is speed 
searching. “All the classes are on 
disk,” Hodge said. “If you type in 
the letter “E” it goes into 
English, i f  you type in “L” it goes 
to electric engineering. In very 
few key strokes you’re there.“
Sue Dawson, merchandiser 
for the supply department at El 
Corral Bookstore, said that 
Hodge has programmed the 
scheduler to practically “sing and 
dance.”
“He’s really formatted them to 
do a lot more (than the last 
ones),” Dawson said. “We’ll 
probably sell more this quarter.”
Dawson said they haven’t had 
any com plain ts w ith the 
program, and no one has ever 
brought it back dissatisfied.
The El Corral Bookstore is the 
only place to get the Poly 
Scheduler. The cost o f the 
program is $8.95 for 3 I/2“ disks 
and $7.95 for 5 V4”. “Nine bucks 
is nothing compared to the work 
I put into this program,” Hodge 
said. “It took me about a year to
put it together. I know how to 
program, not how to market.”
Hodge said there is no way 
that the disk can be copied be­
cause once the owner’s social 
security number is locked into 
the disk the information can’t be 
copied.
Hodge hires programmers to 
assist him who are all Cal Poly 
students. “ I supply them with 
employment. I ’ve also helped a 
lot of students get jobs with 
other companies.”
He is currently looking for 
someone to take over doing the 
Poly Scheduler when he leaves 
Cal Poly in three quarters.
Hodge also wrote the program 
known as Percept, a material 
compatibility analysis tool. “It 
helps you find design problems 
before they are implemented into 
the system,” Hodge said.
“I also have a patent on a 
programmable water sprinkler 
head. "Vbu can program it where 
you want it to water and where 
you don’t,” he said. “I’m currently 
patenting a secure encripted 
computer network.”
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core, it would be the most con­
venient for conferences, he said.
A convenient facility, Bostrom 
and Nielsen agreed, would at­
tract more conferences to campus 
which could generate revenue for 
the university.
Sequoia would remain an of­
fice facility until it was needed 
for student housing again, 
Bostrom said, which may not be 
for awhile.
The number of students living 
on campus is half of what it was 
two years ago, he said, and it is 
not likely to increase until the 
end of the decade.
Sequoia President Dan Jan- 
jigian is not pleased with the 
decision to close the hall. “It’s the 
dumbest thing that the housing 
department’s ever done,” he said.
Janjigian, a materials en­
gineering freshman, argued that 
Sequoia is the most convenient 
hall for students. “Sequoia has a 
reputation of being a party 
dorm,” Janjigian said. “That’s 
probably why they chose to close
STEVE PIERCE/Mustang Daily
Due to drops in enrollment. 
Sequoia Hall may by changed 
to office and conference space.
it instead o f another dorm.”
Bostrom said that the hall’s 
reputation did not directly in­
fluence the housing department’s 
decision to close it.
“I f  Sequoia is noisy, then that 
may be the reason for students 
not choosing it again next year,” 
he said.
ATTEmiON PACIFIC BELL CaSTOMERS
EFFECTIVE APRIL 29th, THERE ARE NOW TWO CONVENIENT 
LOCATIONS WHERE YOU CAN PAY TELEPHONE BILLS IN PERSON.
CARPENTER'S REXALL DROQ 
717 MARSH ST.
MONDAY - FRIDAY 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
SATURDAY 10 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
SUNDAY 10 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
SAN LQI8 PARTY SOPPLY 
795-B FOOTHILL BLVD.
MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:30 A.M. TO 6 P.M. 
SUNDAY 10 A.M. TO 3 P.M.
PAYMENTS NAY STILL BE NAILED TO :
PACIFIC BELL 
PAYMENT CENTER 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95887-0001
FOR MORE INFORMATION
RESIDENTIAL CQSTOMERS MAY CALL 1-800-834-5700 
BQ8INE88 CQSTOMERB MAY CALLl-800-244-4515
PACIFIC BELL'S PQBUC OFFICE AT 994 MILL 8T. WILL CLOSE MAY 29
A PACIFIC TELESIS COMPANY / / / / ' # # # ! ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  PACIFIC □  BELL
ANNUAL COMPUTER/ELECTRONICS
JUNE 3 & 4. 9AM-3PM
SAVE UP TO 75%
LOCATED AT THE BACK TEXTBOOK REFUND DOOR
EICbrroll^ BookstDre
Attention Grads,
^  Here's our gift to you! J p
IN THE NETWORK MALL
20% off 
e i l  T-SHIRTS
with coupon below
Buy 5 T-shirts. g«t 1 FREE
= coupoiT f
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I 778 Higuera St., San Luis Obispo |
You Would Tune - Up your car before a race,
Wouldn't you!
... So Why Wouldn't You Tune Up Your Body 
Before Finals?
SLO Chiropn-actic wants you to be all 
you can be at whatever you do. We 
invite you to participate in a FREE spinal 
examination to uncover any hinderances 
to your per formance that many are prone 
to haveduring times of stress. Dizziness, 
insomnia, neck pain, muscle spasms, 
abdominad pauns, and lower back pain 
may be treated with chiropractic cau’e. 
Examination includes a minimiun of 10 
standard tests for evaluating the spine. 
While we are accepting new patients, no 
one need feel any obligation. Most 
Insurance is accepted.
Dr. Mark Steed 
Chiropractor
541-BACK
547 Marsh SL, SLO
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**SAM*‘
AWARDS BANQUET 
Fri June Sth-Cocktails @ 6pm 
The Inn @ Morro Bay
4BDRM HOUSE BIKE TO POLY QUIET 
AREA $1150 253CRAIG WAY 5432643
”  CREWCLUB
9293 season info Daxter Lawn & UU 
Meet people have fun gat in shape 
Mora Info call #545-9756 Chris
YOU CAN MAKE 
A DIFFERENCE
APPLICATIONS FOR 
STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES’ 
SECRETARY AND SPECIAL EVENTS 
DIRECTOR ARE AVAILABLE IN 
UU217. FOR INFO CALL X5834
HERE COMES THE BRIDE!! 
ALPHA PHI IS SO EXCITED 
FOR THE ITALIAN WEDDING 
MYSTERY EXCHANGE!!!
OKA
congratulates
Aon
champions of the 2ND Annual 
Sorority Softball Tournament 
MVP: Julie Morgan - ACXl 
Spirit Award: AOTI 
the ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM 
ACXI-KC Miller, Natalie Grace 
AXtl-Mindy Robbins, Michele 
Sorci ZTA-Brooke Carpenter AO- 
Lori Kytes, Amy Straub KA»- 
Steph Marks £K-Nikki Lahait 
rOB-Stephane Sullenger 
riK A  would also like to mank 
A o n  A<b A x n  r<i>B k a b  £k  z t a  
for participating in the 
toumamenti
Processing
LOW RATE LOCAL WORD PROCESSING 
GREAT FONTS! CALL MARY 481-5143
Resumes, Sr. Projects, Etc. Macw/ 
Laser Printer. Laura -- 549-8966
TERM PAPERS, SENIOR PROJECTS &
____MASTER S THESIS. EVA 546-0867
R&R WORD PROCESSING (RONA). 
LASER PRTR,M-F 9AM-5PM M4-2591
^ ..
CASH for COMICS & GAMING ITEMS 
-or Trade CreditI New comics 
every friday-New games weekly!
THE SUB COMICS & POSTERS 
785 Marsh St-SLO 541-3735
CHEAP THRILLS &  RECYCLED 
RECORDS PAYS THE MOST CASH FOR 
USED CD’S,TAPES & VIDEO GAMES 
LOWEST PRICES & HIGHEST TRADES 
783 MARSH SLO 544 0686
GMAT GRE LSAT 
TEST PREP!
CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY 
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.
HOUSE SALEIGRADUATING SENIORS! 
EVERYTHING MUST GO!BEDS,COUCHES 
TABLES&MUCHMOREISAT&SUN 10-4 
1434 MARSH OR CALL 542-9135
MUSTANG DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WIL.L BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
NEED A ROOM for Mom and Dad on 
??? GRADUATION WEEKEND ???
The Bay Breeze Inn in M B. has 
space! $49-$59 (805) 772-5607
PMGRADTKTS 
4 SALE CALL 
JEFF 541-6229
HAYBAN OAKLEY REVO AND LOTS 
MORE 10% OFF WITH STUDENT I D. 
CARD THE SEA BARN AVILA BEACH
Aon
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE 
NEW ORDER OF OMEGA OFFICERS. 
WE RE SO PROUD OF YOU!
lO E
CONGRATULATES 
A CLASS BROS. 
GRADUATES
KEVIN BROOKS STEVE STYERWALT 
TONY CASTIGLIONI LE NGUYEN
THANKS TO AXU'S -PATTI.HOPE, 
MINDY,AND JULIE IlK A ’S-BRIAN, 
ELI,RICH,ROB A, ROB D, TERRY, 
GEOFF,AND BARNEY FOR THE 
ROADTRIP TO TOMMY BURGER IN LA 
WHAT A GRADUATION SEND-OFF 
ERNIE
THS SISTERS OF 
ALPHA OMICRON PI
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
MEREDITH CALLAN ON HER USC <bKH' 
LAVALIERE FROM KERRY PLANEGGER 
WE ARE SO HAPPY FOR YOU!
FOUND DOG: FEMALE QUEENSLAND 
HEALER - BLUE MERLE APPROX 
1 YEAR OLD. FOUND MADONNA RD. 
WED 20TH. 543-2303
FOUND American shorthair tiger 
stnped cat Male, approx 3yrs old 
Very sweet. Tired of being a stray. 
Needs responsible owner. Please call 
Betty Lacey 542-9956/544-8026
LOST
Softball glove 5/16 
If found, call 756-4293
LOST RAY BANS SECOND FLOOR OF 
LIBRARY ”B" STACKS 543 3807
$ FOR GRAD TICKETS - 1 need
Tickets for AM ceremony-will 
pay cash call Kristin 546-3419
$ 4 0 ^ /Y R !  READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple 
"like/donl like” form. EASYlFun, 
relaxing at home, beach .vacations 
Guaranteed paycheck.FREE 24 Hour 
Recording Reveals Details.
801 -379-2925 Copyright #CA20KE B
Dear Science Students: We are 
a Sci. Educ. Co. seeking truly 
excellent TA's/instructors for 
p/t & f/t teaching positions.
IF you know o f any really 
outstanding, one-of-a-kind TA'S 
/instructors in Bio.Chem&OChem 
Math or Physics P/C and we will 
send you useful grad school 
Prep info for doing so,+ $300 
finders fee for any instructor 
hired f/t. 1-800 843-4973 
Thanks. Hyperlearning
PART TIME DAYCARE IN HOME DAYS 
FLEXIBLE HOURS PH 541-6914
Retail Sales/Customer Service 
SUMMER WORK 
Int’l retail chain,400 FT & PT 
pos.,temp & perm, flex hrs, no 
exp. nec., will train! 
STARTING PAY RATE $10.25 
College Students: paid 
internships possible and some 
scholarships awarded. For info 
on job openings in Alaska, 
Hawaii, Washington, Oregon, 
Northern Nevada, Idaho, Utah, 
Montana, and Wyoming, Ccill our 
24-hour Regional Placement 
Directory to find the location 
nearest you: (707)573-3510
SALES REPS 
WANTED
MQpiils & Cycles
Honda Elite 150,1987,low miles 
great shape, must sell-$800 or 
make an offorl 544-8534
Scooter
89 Razz $450 Like New 541-9083
HONDA ELITE 80cc SCOOTER 
1986, GOOD COND. $800 OBO 
Kathy 543-3593
WÍ.-A.
MOTOBECANE10 SPEED 
BEST OFFER 
544 6121 PEGGIE
1991 Capri,convt,white,loaded 
w/a!arm,8,000mi,take over pymts 
or $14,500 call Julie 542-9447
77 RABBIT
REBUILT ENGINE - GOOD CHEAP 
TRANSPORTATION-$1300 obo 544-7036
2 fern needed each own room 4/2 
Laguna house avail 6/20 thnj next 
year 300mo 549-9564 call Julie
2 ROOMS FOR RENT IN LARGE 
LAGUNA LAKE 4 BRM HOUSE $225 
Per Month Per Room Call545-0695
2 ROOMS IN 4BED HOUSE ON LAGUNA 
LAKE POOL,SPA,DECK,;Avail Sum/ 
next year$305&$285 Jen 544-9743
ASAPH MALE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM 
IN LARGE HOUSE OFF JOHNSON. $216 
A MONTH. PLEASE CALL 545-8092
Secure aiob for fall quarter 
is looking for dedicated
Mustang Daily Advertising
AM GRAD 
TICKETS
LISA 528-6888
Aon
#1 WINGBATS WOULD LIKE TO 
THANK THEIR UKA COACHES: 
PAUL D., ROB A.. & DEVON D.
Aon
Congratulations on winning 
The all sorotity 
Softball Tournament!!
KZ
Congratulations to the
KZ Eta class
on your initiation!!
DELTA UF>SrLON
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
TRI-HOOPS CLASSIC CAMPIONS
MENS CELTICS
SHAWN REED.GREG RIEBER.AND 
BRIAN WESLEY. WOMEN'S CHAMPS
B.W.A.
DEANNE COX.'m EG’m ITCHELL.AND 
SHERI BATES THANKS TO THE MORE 
THAN 50 TEAMS AND 20 SPONSORS.
CLERK WANTED
2DAYS PER WEEK APPLY AT 
ROGER DUNN GOLF SHOP 
190 Station Way 
Arroyo Grande 481-3866
WANTED! TOP $ PAID! AM GRAD 
TICKETS DAY 543-8535 EVES 
WEEKENDS LV MESS 544-9535
FREE
Condhionore,coneult. anytime 
at Delhnio II 543-5015 
No Appointment Neceesary!
LEARN TO FLY
ACCELERATED GROUND SCHOOL $200 -► 
BOOKS OCEANO AIRPORT CALL 
CHARLES 805 473 2001
PROBLEM PAPER? WRITING TUTOR 
CAN HELP. REAS.RATES. 549-7748
Screwed Up The Window Screen?
Let A-1 Screen Fix It Cheap 
Rates 543-2191
yrorti Plweselng
AAA SECRETARIAL Papers - Resumes 
Senior Projects - 12 yrs exp.
Quick Turnaround 543-2183
individuals who want to gain 
experience and earn $$$
If Interested call Lee 756-1143
Summer poster rep job for student 
attending summer semester, 4 hrs 
a week. Call Phil 1 -800-238-0690.
SUMMER TEMP 
20+ POSITIONS
COPELAND S SPORTS 
DISTRIBUTION CENER 
4PM-9PM M-F
INVENTORY PRICING,UFTING 
JOIN OUR WINNING TEAM 
APPLY IN PERSON 
181 SUBURBAN RD 
BY 6-8-92 
EOE
SUMMER WORK EARN $6200 
Professional Sales Training 
EARN COLLEGE CREDIT 
TRAVE TO NY CT and NJ 
THE SOUTHWESTERN CO Call 549-7724
1986 YAMAHA FAZER FZX700S 
UNIQUE, QUICK MACHINE W/FAIRIN 
WELL MAINTAINED $2,500 FIRM.
595 9226 LV. MESSAGE.
ANTIQUE
BOOK CASE/CABINET FOR SALE 
NEEDS WORK - $15 544-7036
CARHILL CONDOS 2 FEMALE ROOMIES 
FULLY FURNISHED CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
CALL 541-3707 STARTS IN FALL
CARHILL CONDOS 2 FEMALE ROOMIES 
SUMME R FULLY FURNISHED $150 
A MONTH CALL 541-3707
CLOSE TO 
POLY
SHARE ROOM IN APT ADJACENT TO 
CAMPUS AFFORDABLE. INTERESTED? 
CALL NELS 544-6097 OR LV MSSG
End parking 
hassles!
Live next to Poly in own room 
In large house with character. 
Starting Summer/Fall 549-9652
FOR SUMMER OWN ROOM IN SLO 
$240/Month OBO JUNAID 756-3088
MOVING TO LA?
Room -f Xbath for rent in apt. 
Burbank near studios avail6>/20 
Great Rmmate area;pool&lndry 
Rent includes all utils-$475 
Call Cindi 8181-567-4989 or 
Pam 5458819 (Female only)
OWN ROOM AVAIL FALL 8> SUMMER 
QUARTERS, FEMALE, HUGE HOUSE 
NEXT TO POLY. FURNISHED. WASHER 
& DRYER CALL LORI 543-4238
BABY SNAKES
RED TAIL BOA CONSTRICTORS $125 
CHOOSE FROM 10 KEITH 773-4475
Used Everex 286 computer IBM 
compatible with printer 2.5 MB 
of RAM 40 MB Hard Disk. $495 
M.I.C.S. 543-7000
76 HONDA TRAIL 90 
75MPG $500 OBO 544-7036
80Honda CX now paint,grt4school 
$700obo HDHelmet new$70 5413119
Honda Elite Deluxe ISO 
AM/FM Stereo Rune Great Low Mi 
$1100 OBO call Steve 543-7862
ROOM IN CONDO FOR FALL 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
$300>UTIL CALL CLARE 542-0512
ROOMMATE NEEDED SEPT OWN ROOM 
$265 ALL APPLIANCES FURNISHED 
BIG HOUSE a YARD 5453610
SUMMER SUBLET 
Pine Creek Condo 
OWN ROOM 
Call Jon 544-4476
Summer Sublet-1 room in apt. 
close to Ckwvntown Avail. 6/15 
Sue 544-6210
SUMMER SUBLET
CEDAR CREEK WALK2POLY FURNISH. 
160/MO. CALL ERIC (542-9007)
SUMMER SUBLET IN COOL HOUSE 
HOUSE HAS JACUZZI.BUILT-IN 
BARBEQUE WASHER 5 DRYER, 
LOCATED NEAR MEADOW PARK 
CALL BRIAN FOR DETAILS 542-9157
WANTED: ROOM IN HOUSE CLOSE TO 
POLY Reasonable 9/92-6/93 541-0407
/?
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1 BD RM APT
AVAILABLE NOW.LARGE CLEAN AND 
VERY QUIET.CLOSE TO POLY AND 
SHOPPING CALL BARBARA AT 543- 
4799 OR AFTER 4pm 5457830
BDRM
STUDENT SPECIAL $300 1ST MONTH 
$425MONTH YEAR LEASE 
$450/MONTH TO MONTH 
NO PETS WATER AND GRBG PAID 
543-1871
1992-1993
CEDAR CREEK CONDO • UNIT 65B  
2BD/2BATH*Fumiehed*Mlcrowave 
NEXT TO POOL*Laundry*Beautiful 
1 Min. Walk to Poly’Go Sm !!
4 Person Unit*$1100/Mo.
Secure Your Place Now-528-1121
2 ROOM 1 BATH Up to 4 Females 
$1200/mo best quality housing 
in SLO Joe 756-3511 avail, now
4BED/2BATH,LAGUNA LAKE.UPTO 
SIX PEOPLE .AVAIL 6/15,$1275 
CALL TO SEE 541-4350
AG STUDIO AVAIL JULY 1 FOR $325 
XTIAN FEM -CALL MARY @481 -5143
AVAILABLE SEPT 4 BED HOUSE 
1325 3 BED 1100 541-3770
BEAUTIFUL CARHILL CONDO 2brm2bth 
4Rent 5min WALK to POLY $1200/mo. 
12mo LEASE call 937-5315 start 7/1
CEDAR CREEK CONDO BEST UNIT IN '  
COMPLEX 1 BLK TO POLY AVAIL 
SUMMER QTR AND NEXT SCHOOL 
YEAR $700/MO SUMMER,1100/MO 
FALL - SPRING FURNISHED.POOL 
541-3681 EVENINGS
CEDAR CREEK FURNISHED CONDO 
WALK TO SCHOOL 2BD 2BA POOL 
REDECORATED.NEW FURNITURE 
NEW CARPETING AVL SEPTI FOR 4 
$255 PER PERSON 965-1775
FREE RENTAL USTS!
1411 MARSH ST. SUITE 101 
FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY MGM 
543-2636
FURN CONDOS 3MA 3FE SUMMER/FLL 
WSH/DRY-MICRO-UTS PAID WALK TO 
CP $150SMR $250FLL TIM 544-8848
Great House Avail June 20 
Two Rooms Left Female.w/Washer 
/Dryer.CHEAP Call 542-0727 Ask 
for Julie
House for Rent 
Summer Sublet 
4 Bed 1 Bath 
Rent June 15-Sept 15 
Laguna Lake area 
$700/month 
Call 756-3986
LGE HOUSE M/F
2RMS AVAIL SUMMER HOTTUB 
WSHR/DRY CALL 545-9266 x4723
MUSTANG VILLAGE 2 MINUTE WALK
TOCAMPUS.LAUNDRY.HEATED POOL. 
MARKET,PARKING,24 HOUR PATROL 
AND MAINTENANCE .SHARED ROOMS 
STARTING AT $185/MO. PRIVATE 
STUDIOS STARTING AT $395/MO. 
543-4950
OWN RM 4 RENT $280 LAG LKE FM 
ONLY AVAIL JUNE 15 544-2860
PINECREEK
condo dramatic ceilings 2 br.
2 ba. Loft 2 car much storage 
partially furnished Avail 6-14 
1185 Foothill «26 $1300 mo.
Lets talk 415-343-0590
SMALL 7 UNIT COMPLEX 
449 North Chorro
All Units Have Garages - Hardwood 
Floors- Year Lease - No Pets 
1 Bed - Avail. Now-$525-on 9/1 $500 
2 Bed - Avail 7-1 or 8-1 $650 
Call Steve 543-8370.
STUDENTS
Applications now accepted for 
92-93 School yr 190 CALIF BLVD 
FOOTHILL HACIENDA APTS 
(under new mgmt) 2Bd2Ba frnshd 
Ibik to POLY lOMo LEASE 800@mo 
CALL ALEX at 545-8078
SUMMER CONDO
N CHORRO 295 #C 
furnished.fits 4 comfortably 
rent negotiable Brian 545-7769
SUMMER SUBLET
Own room in GREAT 3bdrm fiouse 
in quiet neighborhood $250/Mo 
(2 rooms available) #542 0592
Summer Sublet new 4 bdrm town 
house dose to downtown 5443623
Summer Sublet on LAGUNA LAKE 
38D,2BTH,Gardner,Fumishod 
Great Viewl$200/Person ,546 9453
0 BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN 
STUDE NT/PA RE NT INVE S7 ME NTS 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
0 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? 
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST 
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS 
POR SALT. IN SLO.CALL STEVE NELSON 
543-6370FARRELL SMYTH R/E.
CREEKSIDE 2BR 2BA CORNER UNIT 
STUDENT CONDO SWIMMING POOL 
RECENTLY REFURNISHED AND PAINT 
NEW CARPET WAl K TO COLLEGE 
PRICED BELOW MARKET FOR 
IMMEDIATE SALE 9651775 6830824
“  LUXURY 1 BED CONDO NEXT TO 
CAMPUS.$99,900 STEVE NELSON 
FARRELL SMYTH R/E 543 8370
B E L F - S E R V IC E  a X O P A C E
• SPACE TO FIT YOUR NEEDS 
• OPEN: MON-SAT 7am-7pm 
SUN 9am-5pm
• LOCKS AND BOXES AVAIIABI.E FOR PURCHASE 
• MANAGER ON DU'IT 
• LIGHTED. FENCED AND PAVED 
• OFFICE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
C H EC K  O U T O U R 3 M O N TH  
ST U D E N T  D ISCO U N T!
645 l ank Farm Road, San Luis Obispo 541-1433
LgALAMO
Woodside
10 to 12 month
INDIVIDUAL
LEASES
with your own private room.
Personalized roonnnnafe matching. 
Model apartment open daily.
Come check us out, and be eligible for a
FREE trip to HAWAII!
T h u r s d a y , J u n e  4 , 19 92 M u sta n g  D aily
ELECTIONS
P'rom page 1
J. Macklin were elected to the 
Paso Robles City Council. A  tie 
between Debbie Dusi and James 
N. Haggerty should be resolved 
by absentee ballots and will be 
announced June 12, the county 
clerk’s office said.
F i f t y - e i g h t  pe r cen t  o f 
Republican voters voted for 
George Bush in the county’s 
presidential primary. Eighteen 
percent voted for Pat Buchanan 
while 16 percent of the votes 
were write-ins.
Edmund G. (Jeiry) Brown 
finished first in the county with 
40 percent o f the Democratic 
votes. Bill Clinton was second 
with 31 percent, while Paul 
Tsongas was third with 8 per­
cent.
Bruce Herschensohn captured 
the Republican vote for the six- 
year seat in the Senate with 34 
percent of the Republican vote. 
Tbm Campbell received 27 per­
cent of Republicans’ votes.
Barbara Boxer had the 
majority o f full-term Senate
Details at Woodside
200 N. Santa Rosa, SLO 544-7007
San Luis Obispo Scholarship Foundation
• Scholarsh ip search with guarantee of receiving money, not
just a list of sources
• Guaranteed to receive a minimum of $1.700 00 *
Step by step instructions tor how to increase your eligibility for
more financial aid
• pre approved Master Card of V isa application in students 
name with no co signer
tor detailed info and personal interview call 541-7919
Happy Hour 3-5P*tt M-F 
i6 oz Drafts $1.3;
16 oz Homemade Wine 
Coolers $1.4^
Music FrLSat S Sun 
12:30-4:00
Plenty of Indoor Seating
OPEN 10:30 - 5:00 Daily
S a lt«  a  ( K a t w u r k M t t iD
Buy a Whole Sandwich
or a Whole Chef Salad
and get a FREE 20 oz soda
ex|>ires 6/ 18/93
limn one per coupon
ARRESTED?
You May Not Have To Go To Court!
\ u  Icc Ini’ phunc in lo rm alio n . What arc  you r  option.';?
Nu ivc lor tilTicc cn iisultalion. What will it co.st?
What d<i you  kicc? K n o w  y o u r  ri^ht.s . . .
See u.s BEFORE to court alone.
Drinkin^/Driving Defense Clinic
543-7695
lo l ' i  I’.ilm S O iit  • S.m l.uiN I ihopo • S iiki ' tO, .1
votes with 50 percent of the 
Democratic votes. L«eo McCarthy 
received 23 percent of the votes.
In the race for the two-year 
seat in the Senate, John 
Seymour had the highest amount 
of Republican votes with 39 per­
cent. William Dannemeyer had 
24 percent o f the Republican 
vote.
Democrat Dianne Feinstein 
had 54 percent of the vote for 
U.S. short-term seat. Gray Davis 
had 32 percent of the Democratic 
vote for the two-year term.
BUSINESS ~~
From page 3
Business, as well as seven to 
nine faculty members and two 
staff members from the In­
dustrial Tbchnology department, 
Armstrong said.
The building will include a 
mixture o f classrooms, faculty of­
fices and computer labs.
There will be nine new 
classrooms, a large round room 
in an outside building and three 
lab rooms, she said.
Armstrong said one of the new 
computer labs will be a special 
feature to the building.
“It’s a beautiful facility,” she 
said.
Armstrong said the lab will 
include a large open-access lab 
fo r  s tudents using DOS 
machines individually or in 
groups. There will also be Macin­
tosh computers and UNIX 
programs in the computer lab.
“There will also be a lot of 
space available for students to do 
homework,” Armstrong said.
Although the building will 
primarily be used by the School 
of Business, general education 
classes will be taught in the 
large, round building, Armstrong 
said.
“The other classrooms are 
scheduled morning to night,” she 
said. “There won’t be much avail­
able (for GE classes).”
Armstrong said the building 
cost approximately $14 million 
and was paid for from special 
bond issues through a California 
higher education proposition.
“The money for this building 
was specifically set aside, it 
would be illegal to be used for 
anything else,” she said.
Armstrong said the new build­
ing has raised interest from stu­
dents and visitors to the campus.
“It’s a very impressive build­
ing,” she said.
GET ONE BEFORE
1
1 ‘
T H E Y G 0 !
1■  ■  PACKARD ElGDiraläk B^ookstore
H J  \ u t h II r 1 : i‘ it l>i' ti 1 f r Computer Department: 756-5311 limited to stock on hand
STATE
From page 2
Interstate 10 between the 
Santa Ana FTeeway and the Har­
bor Freeway were shut down at 
6:45 a.m., shortly after CHP Of­
ficer David Kinaan found the 
bomb on the Santa Monica 
Freeway. It was reopened at 
10:22 a.m.
The pipe bomb “could have 
caused serious injury or death” if 
it had been struck by a car, said 
Detective 'Ibm King, adding, “I 
think everyone on that freeway 
should be thankful to Officer 
Kinaan.”
Investigators didn’t know why 
the bomb was placed on the 
freeway.
“We don’t know if  it was some 
nut or some kid wanting to make 
a big boom,” said King.
The Santa Ana, Pomona, Har­
bor and Santa Monica freeways 
feeding into the East Los An­
geles area slowed to a crawl be­
cause of the shutdown two miles 
from the Civic Center.
The Santa Monica Freeway is 
a vital route through the Los An­
geles Basin.
